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In the insurance industry, the vast majority of individual insurers are not publicly 

traded and thus their market values, i.e., market values of common stocks, are not 

available for financial research. Lack of market values is a serious limitation because of 

the importance attached to market-determined value in the theory of finance. As a 

surrogate, statutory book value (capital and surplus) has been used extensively in 

previous empirical research. Some researchers have tried to develop other proxies. 

Instead of looking for better surrogates, this paper develops methodologies for directly 

estimating the market values of thousands of non-publicly-traded U.S. life insurers 

contained in the NAIC annual statement databases. To this end, three distinct classes of 

life insurers are identified. Class 1 insurers are publicly traded. Their market values are 

known. Class 2 insurers are not themselves publicly traded but are owned or controlled 

by publicly traded holding companies. The market values of Class 2 insurers are 

estimated by allocating the market value of the holding company among its subsidiaries 

by a methodology that we call the “matching-allocation method”. Class 3 comprises all 

remaining insurers. Neither publicly traded nor affiliated with a publicly traded company. 

Class 3 insurers are treated as having missing market values and their market values are 
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estimated by an established statistical methodology called multiple imputation. Instead of 

producing a single estimate of market value for each insurer, multiple imputation 

produces multiple estimates. Use of estimated market values in a finance study introduces 

a source of uncertainty, and multiple estimates permit assessment of that uncertainty. In 

this study, 30 replicated estimates are produced for each Class 3 insurer. The major 

tangible product of this study is a collection of 30 datasets, each of which contains a 

complete set of estimated market values of all individual U.S. life insurers in our sample 

over 1998-2001. This research is an important first step in attempts to use market values 

of firms to study general financial issues in the insurance industry. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

It is widely accepted that an overarching objective of management/decision 

making in a stock firm should be to maximize the value of the firm, or equivalently, the 

wealth of its present shareholders, rather than maximizing profits exclusively (Van 

Horne, 1992, p. 6). For a publicly traded company, the market value of its common stock 

(share price multiplied by number of common shares) provides the most often used 

measure of firm value1 for three reasons (Damodaran, 1999, Chapter 2). First, stock 

prices are the most observable of all measures that can be used to judge the performance 

of a publicly traded firm. Second, prices are updated constantly, unlike earnings or sales, 

as the market appraises newly released information about the firm. Third, stock prices 

reflect total market capitalization of the firm, and, in a rational market, attempt to reflect 

the long-term effects of decisions made by the firm. On the other hand, accounting 

measures, such as revenue or sales, look at the effects of decisions on current operations.  

We adopt the common parlance and call stock market value, i.e., market 

capitalization, as the market value of the firm, which is calculated by multiplying the 

price per share of common stock and the number of shares outstanding. Market value of 

the firm represents the value that market participants place on the firm, indicates the 

market’s expectation for the future of the firm, and reflects the market’s trade-off 

between risk and return. Thus, market value is very informative and valuable to investors.  

                                                 
1  There are other measures of firm value, including book value, appraised value, liquidation value, 
capitalized value, etc. 
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In the context of the insurance industry, stock insurance companies have the same 

objective of maximizing the market value, i.e., market capitalization, of the firm. 2 

However, relatively few insurers are publicly traded in the capital market. For example, 

in 2001, only 54 publicly traded companies listed in the Compustat/CRSP database are 

classified as life/health insurers (with the Standard Industry Classification (SIC) code 

6311 or 6321). However, the National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) 

2001 annual statement database contains statutory data for 1225 life/health insurers, 1122 

of which are stock insurers. 3  For non-traded firms, the market value can be 

conceptualized as the capitalization that the firm would have if it were publicly traded, 

i.e., the value that the market would ascribe to the firm as potential buyers and sellers 

compete in the market.4 

Besides the relative dearth of publicly traded life insurers, another reason for the 

large difference between the two databases is that insurers in the Compustat/CRSP 

database are usually listed at the group level, while the NAIC annual statement database 

consists of individual firms. In the insurance industry, some insurers operate as single 

unaffiliated firms while others are members of insurer groups. In fact, publicly traded 

insurance companies in the U.S. tend to have a holding company structure, with a parent 

company owning multiple insurance subsidiaries,5 also collectively called a group of 

affiliated insurers, and (perhaps) non-insurance subsidiaries. The conglomerate firm, 

including the parent holding company and its subsidiaries, is traded. Its subsidiaries are 

not. The vast majority of individual insurance companies are actually owned by publicly-

held financial or non-financial conglomerates, by privately-held companies, or have the 

mutual ownership form, and thus their market values are not readily observable. 

Different research areas in the insurance industry may investigate either 

individual companies or groups of affiliated insurers. For instance, insolvency studies 

                                                 
2 For mutual insurers to which policyholders are both creditor and owner, an analogous goal is to maximize 
the combined value of policy claims and equity interests. 
3 Source: American Council of Life Insurers, Life Insurers Fact Book (2002). 
4 This conceptualization applies not only to insurers but also to non-insurance companies. 
5 Each of the insurance subsidiaries writes either life/health insurance or property/casualty insurance, but 
not both. 
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usually analyze statutory book-value data for individual companies, since the primary 

focus of state solvency regulation is on individual insurers rather than groups (Grace, 

Harrington and Klein, 1998). In efficiency studies, the decision making units consist of 

(1) groups of affiliated insurers under common ownership and (2) unaffiliated single 

insurers. Recognizing groups as decision making units may minimize distortions arising 

from transactions within a group (Cummins and Zi, 1998). Some prior capital structure 

studies investigate insurer groups, including groups of affiliated insurers and individual 

unaffiliated insurers (e.g., Harrington and Niehaus, 2002; Cummins and Sommer, 1996), 

because the authors believe that capital structure decisions are usually made at the group 

level; while others focus on individual insurers (e.g., Klein, Phillips, and Shiu, 2002; 

Baranoff and Sager, 2002, 2003). 

A limited number of prior studies in the insurance industry utilizing market-value 

data of insurers merely focus on publicly traded insurers at the group level. For example, 

Staking and Babbel (1995) investigate the relationship between capital structure, interest 

rate sensitivity and market value in the property/casualty (P&C) insurance industry by 

considering 25 publicly traded P&C insurers over the time period from 1981 through 

1987; Cummins and Harrington (1988) analyze the relationship between stock returns, 

risk and co-skewness for substantially all actively-traded P&C insurers for the period 

1970-1982. The number of P&C stocks ranged from 26 to 41 by year. The authors 

conclude that insurer stock return patterns are consistent with the capital asset pricing 

model (CAPM) over 1980-1983, but inconsistent over 1970-1979; Shelor, Wagster, and 

Wolf (2002) found the announcement of risk-based capital regulation has a significant 

market value effect on the life insurance industry. The sample in their study consists of 

21 publicly traded life and health insurers over 1989-1992 that are selected based on the 

predominance of their net premiums written in life and health. However, the conclusions 

of the above and other similar studies must be made with extreme caution because the 

sample accounts for only a small portion of the entire industry and may not be 

representative. Furthermore, the empirical results of these studies should be approached 

with caution because of the small sample size, as Staking and Babbel (1995) point out.  
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To our knowledge, no studies in the insurance industry, including both life/health 

insurance and property/casualty (P&C) insurance, have been published that utilize a 

database of realistic market values for individual insurance companies, because of the 

apparent unavailability of market values for most of them.As a consequence of lacking 

market value data, statutory book value data have been extensively used in prior 

empirical research on insurers. Statutory data can be obtained steadily from the annual 

statements filed by insurers with the regulators and are in accordance with statutory 

accounting principles (SAP). Under SAP, the book value of an insurer is defined as the 

value of capital and surplus6 minus preferred capital stock, if any, in the statutory balance 

sheet, and stands for the net worth of the insurer.  

Regardless of extensive use of accounting book-value data in previous empirical 

studies in the insurance industry, researchers acknowledge that lack of market values is a 

limitation and the use of book value data is not ideal.7 Many papers have mentioned the 

disadvantages of accounting book-value data, for example:  

 
The use of book value in insurance research is the standard approach because of 
the limited number of insurers with publicly traded equity. … However, the 
authors acknowledge that this is a limitation of the research. Insurers do not report 
their bonds at market values, and do not discount their reserves. In addition, book 
values cannot incorporate intangible assets such as ‘franchise value.’ Thus, the 
use of book value data is not ideal. (Cummins and Sommer, 1996)  
 
An alternative to using market data would be to use accounting data. These 
procedures are generally considered seriously flawed since they are not 
prospective and do not necessarily reflect the current and future possible returns 
that can be earned in the market. Accounting book values will reflect things like 
the choice of depreciation schedules, the historical mix of business, and the 
company’s growth rate. For insurers this potential distortion is exacerbated by the 
long-tail nature of some lines of business. (Kielholz, 2000)  
 

                                                 
6 The value of capital and surplus is defined as the sum of all equity accounts, including preferred stock, 
contributed capital reflecting common stock, free surplus, and any other equity accounts. It is the difference 
between assets and liabilities and represents the total value of the company's assets that shareholders would 
theoretically receive if a company were liquidated today.  
7 Besides the insurance industry, the banking industry also suffers from lack of a large sample of market 
values of banks, especially independent banks (Shrieves and Dahl 1992). 
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Given the desirability of market values, some researchers have attempted to 

develop surrogates for market values besides traditional statutory book value data in 

NAIC databases. For instance, Baranoff and Sager (2002, 2003) use adjusted book value 

of capital as an alternative to market value of capital while acknowledging its limitations; 

Cummins and Sommer (1996) make adjustments to the book value data so as to reflect 

generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) that are adopted by publicly traded 

companies. Nevertheless, these surrogates are not really very much different from book 

value. Therefore, rather than developing alternative surrogates for market values, this 

study aims to directly estimate the market values of non-publicly-traded life insurers. 

 

1.2 Objectives 

The primary objective of this study is to develop methodologies for estimating the 

market values of thousands of non-publicly-traded U.S. life insurers. This study is 

empirical rather than theoretical, in the sense that we do get estimated market values for 

these life insurers, in addition to developing appropriate methodologies to do that. Many 

insurers belong to affiliated groups with common ownership. The major interest of this 

study lies more in estimating the market values of individual insurers that are included in 

the NAIC annual statement databases, rather than in the affiliated groups. Nevertheless, 

the framework of our methodology allows us to estimate the market values for groups of 

affiliated insurers that are not publicly traded but are owned by publicly traded holding 

companies. This flexibility makes our study more valuable given the common usage of 

groups of affiliated insurers in some research areas. 

This study differs substantially from economic valuation models, in which 

accurate approaches such as discounted cash flow valuation approaches are developed for 

valuating specific companies. Our approach is not a contribution to the theory of firm 

valuation. Moreover, this study also differs from fair value8  accounting methods, in 

which the market value of an insurer is defined, from the financial economics 
                                                 
8 ‘Fair value’ and ‘market value’ are viewed as equivalent ideas by the Financial Accounting Standards 
Board (FASB). 
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perspective, as the difference between the market value of assets and the market value of 

liabilities, and certain classes of assets and liabilities are marked to their current market 

value (e.g., Vanderhoof and Altman eds., 1998; Babbel and Merrill, 1998, 20059).  

Our study looks at market values of insurers from a completely different 

perspective and has different objectives from firm valuation models and fair value 

accounting methods. First, we consider all individual life insurers in a pool rather than 

investigating specific companies in depth like valuation models do. Second, our objective 

is not to accurately assess market values of individual insurers, as long as the model can 

accurately assess insurers on average, given certain characteristics. Third, we aim to 

estimate relatively realistic market values of insurers in the absence of observable stock 

market prices, according to how similar insurers are priced in the market. Fourth, we do 

not expect to use our methods for individual valuation purposes, as in initial public 

offerings (IPOs); we want the market values of life insurers obtained in this study to be of 

use in empirical studies of aggregates of insurance companies, as in capital structure 

studies or insolvency studies. Thus, it is plausibly sufficient to get market values right on 

average, but not individually. In other words, instead of obtaining precise estimates of 

market values for specific life insurers, in this study we intend to give rough estimates of 

market values for all individual life insurers, which are expected to be reasonable and 

good enough in the sense of considering all firms that are similar in certain respects (such 

as assets, capital and surplus, revenue, etc.). 

This research is an important first step in attempts to use estimated market values 

of firms to study financial issues in the insurance industry. Specifically, the resulting 

market value-based database can greatly benefit subsequent research on financial issues 

in general for life insurers. In addition, the methodologies developed in this study may be 

extended to estimate market values of P&C insurers as well, with some modifications to 

accommodate the characteristics of P&C insurers. 

 
                                                 
9 Babbel and Merrill (1998, 2005) further decompose the market value of equity further into four 
components: franchise value, market value of tangible assets, present value of liabilities, and put option 
value. This simple decomposition gives some insights of true economic value of insurance companies, 
which should be of interest to management and investors. 
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1.3 Framework of methodologies 

We identify three distinct classes of individual life insurers:  

(Class 1) life insurers that are publicly traded  

(Class 2) life insurers that are not themselves publicly traded, but owned or 

controlled by insurance holding companies that are publicly traded 

(Class 3) life insurers that are not publicly traded and lack ownership or control 

ties to any publicly traded insurance holding companies.  

Due to the holding company structure for publicly traded insurance companies, there are 

few firms in Class 1, whose market values are just the market values of their publicly 

traded common stocks.10 More than one-third of the life industry falls into Class 2. The 

majority of the industry falls into Class 3, which also includes all mutual life insurers. 

The major purpose of this study is to develop reasonable methodologies to estimate 

market values for Class 2 and Class 3 insurers, respectively. 

As mentioned before, publicly traded insurance companies in the U.S. tend to 

have a holding company structure, with a parent company owning multiple insurance 

subsidiaries. Here, life insurance subsidiaries are actually Class 2 insurers by our 

definition. Thus, it seems plausible that the market value of a Class 2 insurer can be 

thought of as a portion of its publicly traded parent’s market value. We plan to first 

allocate a portion of the parent’s market value to the life segment of the holding company 

and then apportion the market value allocated to the life segment among the life 

subsidiaries. This two sub-step procedure is necessary because of the restriction of data 

availability, which will be explained in more detail in section 3.1. Here we assume that 

the sum of the allocated market values for each business segment equals to the real 

market value of the conglomerate, and the sum of the allocated market value for each 

                                                 
10 The market value of common stocks in this study refers to year-end closing market value. That is, it is 
calculated by multiplying the firm’s year-end closing price of one share of common stock by number of 
common shares outstanding at the end of the year. 
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subsidiary equals to the allocated market value of the life segment. That is, the allocation 

is disjoint. 

Once we get the estimates to the market values for Class 2 insurers, we are going 

to bootstrap (lay sense, not statistical sense) from the known/estimated market values for 

Class 1 and Class 2 insurers to unknown market values for Class 3 insurers. An 

established statistical methodology called “multiple imputation” (Rubin, 1987) is 

employed for this purpose to generate multiple imputed market values for each Class 3 

insurer. The major advantage of multiple imputation over single imputation is that 

multiple imputation considers the uncertainty of missing data while single imputation 

treats the single imputed value as if it were real data. 

A number of different sources of information are cross-referenced in this study. 

These sources include annual statements filed by life insurers with the regulators, the 

Compustat/CRSP database (which provides market and accounting information for all 

publicly traded life insurers), annual reports filed by publicly traded companies with the 

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and the A.M. Best’s insurance reports 

as well.  

 

1.4 Outline 

The remaining chapters are organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces 

background information on the insurance industry that is relevant to this research, 

including insurance regulation, statutory accounting and the differences between two 

accounting systems in the insurance industry, factors driving market values of insurance 

companies, and several research areas in the insurance industry. Chapter 3 elaborates the 

matching-allocation method that is fully developed in this study. Chapter 4 introduces 

multiple imputation method (Rubin, 1987), after briefly reviewing widely-used 

approaches to handling missing data. Subsequently, the sample of insurers for this 

research is formed in chapter 5 after conducting a series of screening and cleaning 

procedures on all individual life/health insurers contained in the statutory NAIC annual 
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financial statement databases over the time period 1998-2001. The results of applying the 

matching-allocation method and the multiple imputation are presented in chapter 6, in 

which the performance of the multiple imputation model is assessed and an illustrative 

application of the resultant market value database is given. Finally, chapter 7 offers 

concluding remarks and proposes directions of future work. Since the value of this work 

depends on it being able to remove roadblocks that have impeded other research in the 

insurance industry, we give an expanded discussion of how this work can be used in 

future research in chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2    

Background Information and Literature Review 

 

Before introducing methodologies, this chapter gives some background 

information and reviews important literature so as to help better understand the 

development of particular methodologies. Because insurance is a highly regulated 

industry and we are using statutory data under certain circumstances in this study, we 

begin with the introduction of insurance regulation, the National Association of Insurance 

Commissioners (NAIC), and the system of statutory accounting principles (SAP) that is 

peculiar to the insurance industry. Subsequently, we discuss major differences between 

these SAP and GAAP accounting systems, since both SAP and GAAP data are used in 

this study and these two accounting systems differ in many aspects. In addition, 

identifying factors potentially affecting the market value of insurers is also very 

important to the development and application of methodologies. In the final section of 

this chapter, we give a brief review of several research areas in the insurance industry, 

including insolvency studies, capital structure decision and relationship between capital 

and risk. This section also serves to identify areas in which our results can be applied in 

the future. 

 

2.1 Insurance regulation and the NAIC 

2.1.1 Insurance regulation by states 

Insurance is a highly regulated industry. Insurance regulation is necessary to 

maintain the solvency of insurers, to compensate for inadequate consumer knowledge, to 

ensure reasonable rates, and to make insurance available to anybody who needs it (Rejda, 

2005, Chapter 28). Insurance companies in the U.S. are regulated primarily at the state 
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level, rather than at the federal level. One of the greatest strengths of state regulation is its 

ability to be responsive to local market conditions and consumer needs. Functional 

regulation of insurance at the state level is considered the best system to protect the needs 

of all insurance consumers.  

Historically, insurance regulation first began when state legislatures granted 

charters to new insurers and authorized their formation and operation. The case of Paul v. 

Virginia (1868) is a landmark legal decision that gives states the authority to regulate 

insurers. While the case of United States v. South-Eastern Underwriters Association 

(1944) overturns Paul v. Virginia by stating that insurance could be regulated by 

Congress under the Commerce Clause, the McCarran-Ferguson Act (1945) enacted by 

Congress restores the regulatory authority of states (Rejda, 2005, Chapter 28; Baranoff, 

2004, Chapter 5; Lencsis, 1997, Chapter 1). Recently, the passage of the Gramm-Leach-

Bliley Act (i.e., Financial Modernization Act of 1999) and the Terrorism Risk Insurance 

Act of 2002 have had substantial effects on state insurance regulation and raise concerns 

of federal intervention into insurance regulation.11 Regardless of the ongoing debate over 

federal vs. state insurance regulation, at present, states still have the primary 

responsibility for regulating the insurance industry.  

The state-based insurance regulatory system is uniquely suited for the insurance 

industry. In general, legislation, courts, and state insurance departments are three 

principal methods to regulate insurers by states. Each state has its own insurance 

department and has insurance laws that regulate the operation of insurance companies. 

State regulation is primarily applied at the individual company level rather than at the 

group level, where insurance groups are collections of commonly-owned insurance 

companies. Insurers may conduct business in multiple states by obtaining licenses, but 

the state of domicile, in which the insurers are chartered, remains the primary regulator. 

The major areas of insurance regulation consist of the formation and licensing of 

insurers, financial regulation, rate regulation, policy forms and sales practices and 

consumer protection (Rejda, 2005, Chapter 28; Baranoff, 2004, Chapter 5). Among them, 
                                                 
11 A recent overview of two-century-long development of insurance regulation by lines of business in the 
U.S. is given by Baranoff and Baranoff (2003). 
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financial regulation, which is designed to maintain insurer solvency, is the primary goal 

of insurance regulation. There are many ways to ensure solvency. For instance, insurers 

must meet certain financial requirements set by state regulators, such as minimum capital 

and surplus requirements. 

2.1.2 The NAIC and annual statements 

The National Association of Insurance Commissioners (NAIC) is the organization 

of insurance regulators from the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and the four U.S. 

territories. It was created by state insurance regulators in 1871 to address the need to 

coordinate regulation of multi-state insurers and help state regulators to fulfill the 

obligation of protecting the interests of policyholders. The NAIC has served an important 

role in U.S. insurance regulation and in establishing uniform standards in the US, but it 

does not have the authority necessary to require states to adopt and enforce its standards.  

A major uniform standard created by the NAIC is the Annual Statement Blank for 

insurance companies. The NAIC annual statement is a comprehensive disclosure of 

insurers’ financial information to state regulators and the public. All states require 

licensed insurance companies to file such reports annually in a format prescribed by the 

NAIC. Annual financial statements must be filed by insurers with their domiciliary state 

insurance departments and every state in which they are licensed to do business, and then 

be reviewed by regulatory officials. Consequently, the NAIC annual statement database 

is the authoritative source for insurance industry information and is the world's largest 

regulatory database containing thousands of financial data elements from nearly all 

insurance companies in the U.S.  

As state insurance departments examine insurers’ reports, the NAIC also 

scrutinizes insurers’ financial statements, and issues guidance to assist state regulators in 

performing financial analyses and examinations. The Financial Regulation Standards 

adopted in 1989 by the NAIC establish baseline requirements for consistent and effective 

regulatory regulation of the financial condition of insurers in each state. In the early 

1990s, the NAIC established a risk-based capital (RBC) system to supplement fixed 
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minimum capital standards across states. Additionally, the NAIC administers an early 

warning system called the Insurance Regulatory Information System (IRIS) and a 

solvency screening system called Financial Analysis Solvency Tracking (FAST) system. 

These systems serve as primary monitoring tools to detect actual or potential insolvency 

by analyzing certain financial ratios.  

To encourage state insurance departments to comply with the Financial 

Regulation Standards and to help states strengthen solvency regulation of insurers, the 

NAIC established its voluntary accreditation program in June, 1990. The program’s 

overall goal is to establish a consistent, state-based system of solvency regulation 

throughout the country. Despite the existence of weaknesses disclosed by the General 

Accounting Office (GAO-01-948), the program has demonstrated its value by defining a 

widely accepted set of basic regulatory requirements for solvency regulation and has 

improved state insurance regulation in many ways. As of March, 2004, 50 state insurance 

departments are accredited through the NAIC.  

With the implementation of a series of information systems and the accreditation 

program in the early 1990s, the role of the NAIC has been significantly heightened. 

Today, the NAIC provides critical support for state solvency monitoring through 

databases, information systems, analytical tools, expert assistance and peer review. 

 

2.2 Statutory accounting and differences with GAAP 

There exist two major accounting systems for insurance companies in the U.S. 

One is referred to as Statutory Accounting Practices 12  (SAP) and is used to report 

financial results to regulators. The other is known as Generally Accepted Accounting 

Principles (GAAP) and is used to report financial results to investors (i.e., stockholders 

for stock insurers) and creditors. All insurance companies are required to report statutory 

financial statements, using the prescribed format of the NAIC annual statement, to the 

regulators in states in which they are licensed. In addition, publicly held stock insurance 

                                                 
12 Or Statutory Accounting Principles. 
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companies are required to prepare GAAP financial statements13 to their owners and file a 

copy to stock exchanges and the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). GAAP 

applies to most business besides insurance. 

SAP is peculiar to the insurance industry, and its accounting philosophy is 

extremely conservative, because of the risk factor and the long term nature of insurance 

contracts. The primary goal of SAP is to report financial information about an insurance 

company’s ability to meet its obligations to policyholders, i.e., its ability to pay claims 

(solvency). Because solvency is determined mainly by comparing assets to liabilities, the 

balance sheet, which reflects a company’s financial position at a given moment, is of 

primary regulatory concern. The income statement, which reports results of operations 

during a given period and reflects a return on stockholders’ investment, is of secondary 

regulatory concern. The statutory formulas by which SAP estimates balance sheet 

elements are conservative by design and are not intended to yield optimally accurate 

estimates (Feldblum, 2003). Therefore, SAP reports financial results conservatively and 

tends to overstate liabilities and understate surplus and income. 

By contrast, the major focus of GAAP financial accounting is on earnings (the 

income statement) and its components on a going-concern basis, in the sense of assuming 

the company will continue to operate in accordance with its original and continuing plan. 

GAAP statements are aimed at providing investors, who are more interested in going-

concern companies, with the information to make prudent decisions about whether to 

keep or acquire shares in a particular insurance company. The company’ management is 

the source of most GAAP estimates, which are audited by independent accountants 

(Feldblum, 2003). 

Many sources discuss the numerous differences between SAP and GAAP.14 The 

major distinctions of several financial statement items between SAP and GAAP that are 

                                                 
13 US GAAP for Insurers (Herger et al., 2000) provides detailed information on how to apply U.S. GAAP to 
life insurance companies. It was created by the Life Insurance Company Financial Reporting Section of the 
Society of Actuaries.   
14 Two up-to-date insurance accounting textbooks, Life and Accident and Health Insurance Accounting and 
Property-Casualty Insurance Accounting, published by the Insurance Accounting and Systems Association 
(IASA), present detailed information on statutory and GAAP environments as well as their differences. 
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closely related to this study are discussed briefly below and summarized in table 2.1 as 

well. Several other differences that are not directly related to this study are also included 

here for reference. Among them, asset valuation and expense recognition are the most 

significant (Gaver and Pottier, 2005). 

• Assets 

SAP identifies only high quality resources that can pay claims and does not allow 

illiquid and other assets that may not reliably be available to pay claims, in comparison 

with the going-concern basis of GAAP accounting that is less restrictive and recognizes 

all assets. Assets accepted by regulators to appear on a statutory balance sheet are 

referred as admitted assets. Admitted assets must be easily converted to cash in the near 

term (i.e. liquidity), and must be extremely likely to be converted to cash at their reported 

values if they are needed to pay claims (i.e. certainty). Nonadmitted assets, which are 

excluded from the SAP balance sheet and charged directly to surplus at the time of 

acquisition, involve furniture and equipment, funds deposited with unauthorized parties, 

and questionable collectibles including overdue receivables, balance overdue from 

agents, and overdue interests. The removal of nonadmitted assets from assets under SAP 

is a reduction of surplus15 that would not occur under GAAP. In other words, under 

statutory accounting, the value of surplus, which equals the excess of assets over liability, 

is lower than that would be realized by GAAP accounting (Hampton, 1993, Chapter 2). 

Under SAP, surplus experiences smaller fluctuations than it would under GAAP. 

• Acquisition expenses 

While recognizing expenses, SAP accounting tends to emphasize cash flows, 

whereas GAAP takes an accrual approach (Gaver and Pottier, 2005). For instance, under 

statutory accounting, acquisition expenses16 are recorded at the time a policy is written, 

                                                 
15 Surplus is a statutory accounting term corresponding to owner’s equity section on the balance sheet and 
is equivalent to the retained earning account for noninsurance companies. 
16 A significant component of expenses for most insurance companies is the cost of acquiring both new and 
renewal insurance business, which includes commissions to agents, state premium taxes, and other 
underwriting expenses. 
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while related premium revenues are recorded in proportion over the policy term. By 

contrast, under GAAP accounting, a portion of the expenses may be deferred until 

coverage is provided, and a prepaid expense account is created to record deferred 

acquisition expenses. Therefore, premium revenue and expenses incurred to generate that 

revenue tend to match under GAAP but not under SAP. 

• Investments in subsidiaries 

Under GAAP, all companies in which a parent has a controlling interest (greater 

than 50%) through either direct or indirect ownership of a majority voting interest are to 

be consolidated when the parent prepares financial statements. Inter-company 

transactions and balances are eliminated in consolidation. Consolidated financial 

statements aim at presenting the results of operations, cash flows, and financial position 

of a parent company and its subsidiaries essentially as if the group were a single 

enterprise. Their interest is an economic entity (i.e. group) rather than a legal entity (i.e. 

subsidiary). The portions of subsidiaries that are not owned by the parent company and 

the related results of their operations are designated as minority interests and are reported 

as reductions in net worth and net income (IASA: P&C, 1998, Chapter 13; Arenberg, 

1970). However, for SAP purposes, subsidiaries are not consolidated into the financial 

statements of the parent. Under SAP, the surplus of a subsidiary appears on the parent 

company’s balance sheet as the parent’s investments in subsidiaries, in addition to 

appearing on the balance sheet of the subsidiary as surplus for the subsidiary (Troxel and 

Bouchie, 1990, Chapter 1). In most cases, earnings from subsidiaries are included in the 

parent’s statutory income statement only to the extent that dividends on the stock are 

paid.  

• Investment gains and losses 

Realized capital gains and losses on investments, net of the related Federal 

income taxes, are reported separately in the Summary of Operations and are not 

considered a component of revenue under SAP, but part of it under GAAP (Herget et. al, 

2000). Unrealized capital gains and losses are reported in equity under SAP, but in either 
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income or equity under GAAP, depending on portfolio classification (Gaver and Pottier, 

2005; Anderson, 1972). 

• Valuation of investments in bonds 

SAP uses market prices for valuation of stock portfolios, but amortized value for 

valuation of bond portfolios that are assumed to be held until maturity. Under GAAP, 

bonds are reported (1) at amortized cost if the insurance company has the positive intent 

and ability to hold the bonds until maturity (held-to-maturity securities); (2) at market 

values, with temporary changes in the market values of bonds recognized as unrealized 

gains or losses and included in earnings, if the insurance company actively buys and sells 

bonds and does not intend to hold them to maturity (trading securities); (3) at market 

values with unrealized capital gains and losses excluded from earnings and reported as a 

separate component of shareholders’ equity for all other bonds (available-for-sale 

securities) (IASA: P&C, 1998, Chapter 13). 

• Premium deficiencies 

Premium deficiencies happen when insurance companies sell policies at premium 

levels that not adequate to cover all losses and expenses. They are recognized in GAAP 

statements as liabilities, but are not necessarily reflected in SAP statements (Hampton, 

1993, p. 39). 

• Policyholder dividends 

Under SAP, dividends to policyholders are not recorded as liabilities until they 

are declared by the company’s board of directors. Whereas GAAP requires that all 

undeclared dividends to policyholders should be accrued at the balance sheet date, using 

an estimate of the amount to be paid (IASA: P&C, 1998, Chapter 13). 

• Timing differences of tax payments 

Federal income taxes for insurance companies are generally calculated based on 

statutory records. GAAP statements are then adjusted accordingly by setting up a 
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deferred tax liability account that reflects taxes owed in the future as a result of prior 

operation (Hampton, 1993, p. 38). 

 

Table 2.1 Major differences between statutory and GAAP accounting 

 SAP GAAP 

Assets Admitted assets satisfying 
liquidity and certainty 

Total assets 

Acquisition expenses Not matched with 
premium revenues 

Matched with premium revenues 

Investment in subsidiaries No consolidation Consolidation 

Realized capital gains 
and losses 

Not part of revenue Part of revenue 

Unrealized capital gains 
and losses 

Reported in equity Reported in either income or equity, 
depending on portfolio classification 

Valuation of investments 
in bonds 

Amortized values Fair values  

Premium deficiencies Not reflected Recognized as liabilities 

Policyholder dividends Only record declared 
dividends 

Estimate undeclared dividends 

Federal income tax Calculated based on 
statutory records 

Adjusted by setting up a deferred tax 
liability account 

 
 
With the increasing public ownership and trading of equity shares in insurance 

companies and realizing the limitations and biases involved in statutory accounting, 

accountants began to develop rules of thumb with which to adjust statutory financial 

statements for the use of investors and stock analysts based on GAAP accounting and 

make them comparable to other industries.17 However, the proposed techniques have not 

been adopted by the industry and the regulatory authorities due to technical difficulties 

and other reasons.  

                                                 
17 Some prior studies (e.g., Griffith, 1964; Schwarzschild, 1965) explore several alternatives to adjust 
acquisition expenses of life insurance companies to make them more realistic in the sense of GAAP 
accounting. BarNiv (1990) derives GAAP net income from data in the SAP income statement by adding 
unrealized capital gains and losses to SAP net income. 
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2.3 Determinants of the market value of insurers 

2.3.1 Traditional valuation models 

Even though we mentioned in the introduction section that this study differs 

substantially from the traditional valuation models in finance literature, the discussion on 

these models helps identify potential factors driving the market value of insurers. 

In economic theory, the standard discounted cash flow (DCF) valuation model 

implies that the current market value of a firm can be viewed as the net present value of 

expected future cash flow discounted at a rate that reflects the riskiness of the cash flow. 

If we think of market value of equity as the market value of the firm, the current market 

value of the firm is the risk-adjusted net present value of expected dividends to current 

shareholders. Formally, at a risk-adjusted cost of capital ρ, and a given rate of growth g, 

the current market value of the firm, V, can be written as: 
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where 0CF  is base-period cash flows, and t is time. If the cost of capital is larger than the 

growth rate, i.e., g>ρ , this equation can be rewritten as: 
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Among a number of different discounted cash flow approaches, the equity, rather 

than enterprise, discounted cash flow approach (Copeland, Koller, and Murrin, 2000, 

Chapter 22) must be employed to value insurance companies, since operations and 

financing in insurers are intertwined, as in banks. That is, the free cash flows to equity 

holders are discounted at the cost of equity. Because of the fact that insurers receive 

premiums from their customers in advance of paying benefits, the timing of an insurer’s 

cash flow is reversed from most industrial companies, which invest now to capture cash 

inflows later. Insurers may have net cash inflows in the beginning from premium income, 

followed by a continuous cash inflow through most of the life of the policy. Cash 
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payment obligations are concentrated in the latter part of the life of the policy.18 The 

largest liability of insurance companies is provisions and reserves, which represent the 

present value of expected future obligations of the company, net of the present value of 

premiums expected to be paid by policyholders. 

2.3.2 Factors driving market value of insurers 

Since the market value of a firm is, in economic theory, based on discounted cash 

flow, the underlying value drivers of the firm must also be the drivers of free cash flow. 

Generally speaking, there are two key drivers of free cash flow and ultimately market 

value (Copeland, Koller, and Murrin, 2000): the rate at which the company is growing its 

revenues, profits, and capital base; and the return on invested capital. These value drivers 

are consistent with common sense. A company that earns higher profits for every dollar 

of invested capital will be worth more than a similar company that earns less profits. 

Similarly, a faster growing company will be worth more than a slower growing company 

if they are both earning the same return on invested capital.  

Insurance companies create value primarily in two ways: writing policies and 

investing cash received from policyholders. In other words, the revenue of an insurer is 

generally composed of two major parts: premium income and investment income. Since 

the purpose of this study is to estimate the market value of individual insurers that are not 

publicly traded, the non-market measures of factors are of particular interest. The factors 

driving market values of insurers may involve assets, book value of the insurer (i.e. 

capital and surplus), growth, and certain measurements of income, such as revenue, net 

income, etc.  

Several empirical studies provide evidence about the impacts of accounting 

elements on the market values of insurers. For example, Foster (1977) investigates the 

role of different components of earnings on stock prices of 22 publicly traded P&C 

insurance companies based on financial information taken from A.M. Best Insurance 

                                                 
18 This is why insurance companies are heavily regulated – to protect policyholders from the threat of an 
insurer’s insolvency. If the company goes bankrupt, policyholders may lose much of their investment in 
promised insurance benefits. 
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Securities Research Service. The study concludes that the sum of underwriting earnings, 

net investment income, and capital gains on equity securities (i.e., the SAP earnings) 

provides the best determination of the market values of publicly trade P&C insurers. This 

statement is made relative to the other two definitions of earnings: underwriting earnings 

only, and the sum of underwriting earnings and net investment income. But caution is 

advised since all these studies are based on publicly traded group insurers, which account 

for only a small proportion of the insurance industry. Hence, their results are not 

applicable to the whole industry. 

Given the significant differences between statutory and GAAP accounting 

discussed in section 2.2, GAAP financial statements are, obviously, better sources than 

SAP financial statements to estimate the market value of insurers since GAAP accounting 

is of interest to investors. Unfortunately, GAAP financial statements are not available for 

every individual insurer, since only publicly owned stock insurers are required to prepare 

GAAP financial statements at the group level. Consequently, we have to resort to SAP 

financial statements instead, which all insurers are required to file with regulators 

annually. Accordingly, the available driving factors of market value for individual 

insurers consist of non-market accounting variables that can be extracted from the SAP 

financial statements directly. 

A couple of measures of income, including net income and revenue, as well as 

their different definitions under SAP and GAAP are discussed below. Our goal is to 

identify certain statutory accounting variables in the income statement whose definitions 

under SAP are close to those under GAAP or that can be adjusted to approximate 

corresponding GAAP data, so that they can be used to calculate the proportions of 

assignment in the matching-allocation method.  

• Net income 

Net income is the key measure of earnings. The net income (including realized 

capital gains or losses net of tax) of an insurance company under SAP differs 

substantially from that under GAAP due to distinct calculation of expenses, in particular 
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acquisition expenses. Because of the mismatching of premium revenue and acquisition 

expenses under SAP, when a company produces a large amount of new insurance in a 

given year, its profit suffers because the heavy first-year acquisition costs, in most cases, 

exceed the first-year premium revenue. As a result, the net income of a growing 

insurance company is usually understated, while the effect of acquisition expenses on net 

income is not so significant in a larger and relatively stable company (Arenberg, 1970). 

In addition, the statutory accounting system enables insurers to engage in income 

smoothing, in the sense that the income of insurers can be increased or decreased almost 

arbitrarily by selling assets with price higher or lower than book values in order to meet 

regulatory solvency standards or for tax management purposes19 (Staking and Babbel, 

1995). Consequently, the net income of an insurance company in statutory financial 

statements cannot give investors a true and fair view of that company’s current financial 

position and future profitability.  

• Revenue 

The primary sources of revenue for an insurance company are premium revenue 

arising from underwriting activities and net investment income from using assets to earn 

a return. Noninsurance companies recognize revenue when a sale is made or when a 

service is provided; whereas the premium revenue of insurance companies is recognized 

proportionally over the period of coverage under both accounting systems, statutory and 

GAAP. Net investment income under SAP consists of interest income on fixed maturity 

investments, dividend income on equity securities, and real estate income collected and 

accrued less investment expenses and depreciation. Realized capital gains and losses are 

reported separately in the Summary of Operations and are not considered a component of 

revenue under SAP, but are part of revenue under GAAP. However, the amount of 

realized capital gains and losses are usually small compared with net investment income, 

and thus the differences of SAP revenue and GAAP revenue caused by including realized 

capital gains and losses or not are not significant. In addition, some income may be 
                                                 
19 See Cummins and Grace (1994) for evidence that insurers use realized capital gains and losses to manage 
taxable investment income. 
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derived from other sources and is recorded as other income, such as fees charged to 

policyholders or other insurance companies by providing services, and the sale of 

physical property.  

It appears that revenue, in contrast with net income, bears smaller difference 

between SAP and GAAP and, as a result, can give a relatively consistent measurement to 

some degree on the operational results of insurance companies between SAP and GAAP. 

Additionally, revenue can give investors a reasonable idea of an insurer’s future cash 

flows. It seems reasonable to assume that insurers with higher revenue tend to have 

higher market values. Justification for revenue as a reasonable basis for market value can 

be found in a variety of studies, such as Payne, Boudreaux and Rumore (1996).20  

 

2.4 Several research areas in the insurance industry 

Empirical studies in finance literature usually separate financial firms and non-

financial firms for a number of reasons. First, the operating and financing decisions are 

inseparable for financial firms, while they are separable for non-financial firms, and thus 

the capital structures of financial firms are likely to be significantly different from non-

financial firms (Doherty, 1989; Hovakimian, Opler and Titman, 2001). Second, the 

accounting treatment of revenue and profits for firms in the financial industry differs 

significantly from that in other industries and some earning measures like earnings before 

interest and taxes (EBIT) are not meaningful for financial firms (Opler and Titman, 1994; 

Berger and Ofek, 1995). Third, high leverage (debt-to-asset ratio) is normal for financial 

firms and probably does not have the same meaning as for non-financial firms, where 

high leverage more likely indicates distress (Fama and French, 1992). 

The production cycle of insurance companies is the reverse of non-insurance 

firms (Tosetti et al., 2001). The selling price of the service (i.e. premiums) is fixed and 

received before the price of the main purchase (i.e. the claim) is fixed and paid for. As a 

consequence, the balance sheet and the income statement of an insurance company are 
                                                 
20 Payne, Boudreaux and Rumore (1996) contend that the size of a company is commonly considered as an 
important determinant of market values and is often proxied by the logarithm of revenue. 
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investigated in different ways from reading financial statements of non-insurance 

companies and the studies on financial issues for insurers are different from those for 

other companies. 

This section reviews recent studies, especially empirical studies, on several  

financial issues in the insurance industry. The objective here is to ascertain the variables 

and sample data that are used to derive conclusions in these studies, whether at the level 

of the individual insurer or the affiliated group. The review aims to identify fruitful future 

applications for our work. 

2.4.1 Insolvency prediction 

Insolvency prediction studies usually analyze statutory book-value data for 

individual companies, since the primary focus of state solvency regulation is on 

individual insurers rather than groups of affiliated insurers (Pottier and Sommer, 2002; 

Grace, Harrington and Klein, 1998). 

As discussed in section 2.1.2, the NAIC scrutinizes insurers’ financial statements, 

and issues guidance to assist state regulators in performing financial analyses and 

examinations. In the early 1990s, the NAIC established a risk-based capital (RBC) 

system21 22  to supplement fixed minimum capital standards across states. Risk-based 

capital closely matches capital to risks. Additionally, the NAIC administers an early 

warning system called the Insurance Regulatory Information System (IRIS) and a 

solvency screening system called Financial Analysis Solvency Tracking (FAST) system. 

These systems serve as primary monitoring tools to detect actual or potential insolvency 

                                                 
21 The RBC systems were adopted for life/health insurers in 1992 and for P&C insurers in 1993. 
22 Two main components of the NAIC RBC system involve: (1) the risk-based capital formula, which 
establishes a hypothetical minimum capital level that is compared to an insurer’s actual capital level, and 
(2) a risk-based capital model law that grants automatic authority to state regulators to take specific actions 
based on the level of impairment.   
      The NAIC’s life/health insurance RBC formula includes four major categories of risk: asset risk, 
insurance or pricing risk, interest risk, and business risk; the NAIC’s property-liability formula includes 
asset risk, credit risk, underwriting risk, and off-balance sheet risk (Klein, 1995).  
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by analyzing certain financial ratios or calculating certain scores.23 RBC ratios are risk-

based capital measures, while FAST scores are overall risk measures. 

Cummins, Harrington and Klein (1995) are the first to analyze the ability of the 

RBC ratio, i.e., the ratio of an insurer’s RBC to surplus, to predict insurer insolvencies. 

They conclude that the RBC ratio alone provides poor predictive accuracy, but accuracy 

improves when size and organization forms are added to the prediction model. Grace, 

Harrington and Klein (1998) examine the classification power (the probability of 

correctly identifying a weak insurer) for two solvency detection methods adopted by the 

NAIC, the RBC system and the FAST scoring system. They conclude that the FAST 

score generally has greater power than the RBC ratio to identify insurers that failed 

within three years of the data year and to identify troubled insurers. They also provide 

evidence that including both the FAST score and the RBC ratio in one regression model 

generally does not increase power to identify failed insurers, but it slightly increases 

power to identify the broader category of troubled insurers. Cummins, Grace and Phillips 

(1999) analyze the accuracy of these two models in the P/C insurance industry and find 

that the FAST system dominates RBC as a static method for predicting insurer 

insolvencies. They further find that the cash flow simulation variables24 significantly 

increase explanatory power to the regression models and lead to more accurate solvency 

prediction than the ratio-based models taken alone.  

In addition to the NAIC, some private rating organizations are also actively 

involved in assessing the financial strength of insurance companies. During the same 

period that the NAIC improved the methods for assessing the financial condition of 

insurers by adopting the RBC and FAST systems, the primary private insurer rating 

organization, A.M. Best, enhanced its financial strength monitoring tools by developing 

its own risk-based capital measure, Best’s Capital Adequacy Relativity (BCAR) ratio. 

                                                 
23 RBC ratios can be easily calculated from insurer’s statutory financial statements. FAST scores are 
calculated internally by the NAIC and generally shared only with state regulator to aid in the regulatory 
solvency monitoring process. Thus, FAST scores are not publicly available. Even it is impossible for 
outsiders to replicate the scores, since details of the scoring system are also kept private. 
24 The cash flow simulation model is a relatively new solvency testing approach developed by Cumming, 
Grace and Phillips (1999). 
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Best’s BCAR ratio incorporates qualitative as well as quantitative information and was 

claimed as the single most important quantitative factor in Best’s rating system. BCAR 

ratios focus on capital strength and are risk-based capital measures, while ratings are 

overall risk measures that reflect the rating agency’s opinions of the insurer’s overall 

financial strength and ability to meet its policyholder obligations. 

Pottier and Sommer (2002) investigate the ability of four key risk measures to 

predict P/C insurer insolvencies, including the NAIC’s RBC ratios, the NAIC’s FAST 

scores, Best’s BCAR ratios and Best’s letter ratings. 25  The empirical tests provide 

evidence that the risk measures produced by the private sector are superior in predictive 

ability to the measures produced by regulators, perhaps because of the qualitative 

adjustments made by private sector analysts. The results also demonstrate that overall 

measures of risk are substantially better than risk-based capital measures in predicting 

insolvencies. 

Baranoff, Sager and Witt (1999) introduce the idea of grouping, by size or motifs, 

to the methodology of insolvency studies for the life insurance industry. Baranoff, Sager 

and Shively (2000) propose a flexible nonlinear semiparametric spline model for 

insolvency studies in order to address possible distortions that may result from the linear 

form of classical solvency models. Their study focuses on the functional relationship 

between regressors and the probability of financial distress.  

2.4.2 Capital structure issues 

Capital structure issues in the insurance industry have been paid increasing 

attention during the past two decades. Some of prior capital structure studies investigate 

insurer groups, including groups of affiliated insurers and individual unaffiliated insurers 

(e.g., Harrington and Niehaus, 2002; Cummins and Sommer, 1996), because the authors 

believe that capital structure decisions are usually made at the group level; while others 

focus on individual insurers (e.g., Klein, Phillips and Shiu, 2002; Baranoff and Sager, 

2002, 2003).  

                                                 
25 Best’s BCAR ratios and Best’s letter ratings appear in A.M. Best publications. 
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The capital structure decision in the insurance industry is slightly different from 

that in other industries. Most non-financial firms issue combinations of debt and equity to 

fund their operational activities, and their operating decisions are predetermined and 

separable from financing decisions. On the other hand, an insurer’s principal operational 

activity is to issue policies, which are similar to debt issuance by non-financial firms, and 

its operating and capital structure decisions are inseparable (Doherty, 1989). 

Consequently, unlike other firms, an insurer is actually a leveraged investor (Doherty and 

Phillips, 2002).  

The major capital structure decision facing the insurers is to choose how much 

equity to hold against given policy obligations. Since holding equity capital is costly due 

to regulatory costs, agency costs, and other factors, insurers must weigh the costs and 

benefits of raising and holding capital, and usually maintain market-driven ‘safe’ or 

‘adequate’ levels of capital rather than holding sufficient capital to eliminate insolvency 

risk (Cummins, Grace and Phillips, 1999). Nevertheless, the levels of capital are 

generally much higher than the risk-based capital required by regulators. 

The capital-to-asset ratio is a commonly used leverage ratio in financial studies 

regardless of industry. However, the traditional leverage ratio for insurers is premiums-

to-surplus ratio, i.e., the ratio of net premiums written to equity capital (surplus), which is 

unique to the insurance industry. The premiums-to-surplus ratio is widely used by 

regulators and insurer managers as an overall measure of the insurers’ financial strength. 

However, Klein, Phillips and Shiu (2002) argue that the premiums-to-surplus ratio does 

not completely reflect insurers’ financial strength since it implicitly assumes that the 

insurer surplus is dedicated to support only the current business of the insurer. By 

contrast, another overall leverage ratio, liabilities-to-surplus (or capital-to-liabilities) can 

better reflect an insurer’s ability to fulfill the promises on previously-sold policies and 

future obligations. 

Among prior literature on capital structure issues, Cummins and Nini (2002) 

investigate the primary causes of the decreasing premiums-to-surplus ratio in the U.S. 

P&C insurance industry during the 1990s and analyze capital utilization of P&C insurers 
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over the period 1993-1998 using a frontier efficiency approach. They find that the decline 

of the premiums-to-surplus ratio is primarily due to faster growth in equity capital than in 

premiums and over half of the capital growth is attributed to realized and unrealized 

capital gains on investment. They also conclude that P&C insurers over-utilized equity 

capital during the 1990s. The sample of the study comes from regulatory annual 

statements filed by insurers with the regulators over the period 1993-1998 and consists of 

all groups and unaffiliated insurers for which meaningful data are available. 

The capital structure of insurance companies is directly affected by NAIC 

accounting regulations as well as by other legislative and administrative rules. Klein, 

Phillips and Shiu (2002) explore the relationship between P&C insurer capital structure 

and price regulation. They find strong and robust evidence suggesting that insurers 

subject to price regulation will choose to hold less capital and thus that the degree of 

price regulation and its stringency have positive effects on insurers’ leverage, no matter 

which ratio, premiums-to-surplus or liabilities-to-surplus, is used. The data for their study 

are drawn primarily from the NAIC 1997 annual statements after excluding insurers with 

premiums or surplus less than $1 million and insurers with less than five years of 

operation experience, supplemented with information on the insurer’s distribution system 

and group affiliation taken from A.M. Best’s Property Casualty Key Rating Guiding and 

other information obtained from a variety of sources.  

Doherty and Phillips (2002) examine the role of rating agencies, such as A.M. 

Best, in influencing the capital structure decisions of individual P&C insurers. They 

conclude that a considerable increase in rating stringency is indeed associated with the 

capital buildup occurred in the P&C insurance industry during the 1990s since more 

capital is required to avoid a downgrade. Except letter ratings that are taken from A.M. 

Best’s Key Rating Guide, all other data for their study come from the annual regulatory 

filings. 

The organizational structure (stock versus mutual) is another element that 

possibly affects an insurer’s capital structure decision. Compared with stock insurers, 

mutual insurers cannot easily access capital markets to raise new equity and thus have a 
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disadvantage in financing new investments. As a result, mutual insurers tend to hold 

more capital than stock insurers. The empirical evidence in Harrington and Neihaus 

(2002) indicates that higher costs of external finance faced by mutual insurers than by 

stock insurers cause higher long-run capital-to-liabilities ratios and higher sensitivity of 

capital ratios to net income and to unrealized capital gains for mutual insurers. The study 

employs a large panel data set over the period of 1991-1998 obtained by aggregating the 

individual insurer data from the NAIC annual statements to the group level using A.M. 

Best group codes. 

A simultaneous treatment of the relationship between the capital structure 

decision and the asset risk decision in the insurance industry has been receiving 

increasing attention recently. Cummins and Sommer (1996) examine the interrelation 

between capital and risk in the P&C insurance industry by establishing both an 

appropriate theoretical model and an empirical model to test the hypotheses developed in 

the theoretical model. They aggregated asset and underwriting risk into an overall 

portfolio risk measure, which represents a significant improvement over the traditional 

risk measures used in the P&C insurance literature. The empirical results support a 

simultaneous positive relation between capital-to-asset ratio and portfolio risk levels, 

implying higher-risk firms hold more capital and better-capitalized firms take more risk. 

The data for the empirical analysis in their study is obtained from the A.M. Best 

Company property-liability data tapes (1979-1990), the original source of which is annual 

statements filed with state regulators. The sample is at the group level, including all U.S.-

owned stock insurance groups with data available for the entire sample period as well as 

all unaffiliated single stock insurers excluding extremely small firms. The authors make 

adjustments to the regulatory book-value data to reflect GAAP accounting after 

acknowledging that lack of market-value data is a limitation of the research. 

Baranoff and Sager (2002) explore the simultaneous interrelation between capital 

and two components of risk, product risk and asset risk, in the life insurance industry. 

Product risk is measured by the ratio of health writings to total writings by a life insurer; 

asset risk is based on a modification and approximation to the regulatory measure of asset 
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risk; capital is measured by the adjusted book value of capital defined by the NAIC since 

market values of capital are not readily available. By using the NAIC annual statement 

database for individual life insurers over the time period 1993-1997, the authors find 

significant evidence to support a positive relation between capital-to-asset ratio and asset 

risk and a negative relation between capital-to-asset ratio and product risk, which are 

consistent with prior studies for the P&C insurance industry and the banking industry. 

Baranoff and Sager (2003) integrate into a single framework two separate lines of 

research in the insurance industry, the relation between capital structure and asset risk on 

the one hand, and the relation between organizational form and distribution system on the 

other hand. The study finds a positive relation between capital structure and asset risk as 

well as an association in the simultaneous context between stock ownership and 

brokerage distribution, utilizing the NAIC annual statement data for individual life 

insurers and the A.M. Best Key Rating over the period 1993-1999.  

Almost all studies on capital structure issues for insurers, including those 

discussed above, are based on book-value data contained in the NAIC regulatory annual 

statement databases. Among a few studies utilizing market value data, Staking and 

Babbel (1995) investigate the relation between capital structure, interest rate sensitivity, 

and market value in the P&C insurance industry by looking at publicly traded insurers. 

The evidence supports that insurers manage both capital structure and interest rate risk as 

part of their effort to maximize firm value and that market value of equity at first grows 

but then declines as leverage increase. They use an adaptation of Tobin’s q, the ratio of 

market-to-liquidation value of surplus, to estimate the market reward for controlling 

interest rate risk. Here, market value of surplus is measured using the year-end stock 

price multiplied by the number of shares outstanding. Thus, this study is limited to stock 

insurers whose shares are actively traded. Their sample consists of only 25 publicly 

traded P&C insurers over the time period of 1981-1987. The authors admit that their 

statistical results must be taken cautiously, partially due to small sample size resulting 

from data limitations. 
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Chapter 3    

Methodology I – Matching-Allocation Method 

 

In order to estimate the market values of individual U.S. life insurers contained in 

the NAIC annual statement databases, this study identifies three distinct classes of 

individual life insurers so as to develop, based on respective characteristics of insurers in 

each class, appropriate methodologies for each class:  

(Class 1) life insurers that are publicly traded;  

(Class 2) life insurers that are not themselves publicly traded, but owned or 

controlled by insurance holding companies that are publicly traded;  

(Class 3) life insurers that are not publicly traded and lack ownership or control 

ties to any publicly traded insurance holding companies.  

The market value of a Class 1 insurer is just the market value of its common stock, which 

can be obtained easily. Since publicly traded insurance companies usually have a holding 

company structure, there are few firms in Class 1, but the holding company structure 

motivates the idea of estimating market values for Class 2 insurers, i.e. subsidiaries of 

publicly held companies, by allocating a portion of parent’s market value to its life 

subsidiaries. This chapter introduces this new method, called the “matching-allocation 

method”, which is developed especially for Class 2 insurers.   

 

3.1 Assumptions 

The basic idea of the matching-allocation method is very straightforward. We first 

match publicly held insurance holding companies with their life subsidiaries and then 

allocate the market value of the conglomerate firm, including the parent holding company 

and its subsidiaries, into its life subsidiaries.  
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The major assumptions of the matching-allocation method are as follows: 

(1) The market value of a publicly traded insurance holding company (the 

conglomerate firm) equals the sum of market values of all segments. 

(2) The market value of the life segment equals the sum of market values of all 

life subsidiaries belonging to the life segment. 

Assumption 1 is in accord with the argument that diversification does not change 

value. Earlier studies about the effect of diversification on firm value suggest that 

diversification reduces firm value (e.g., Lang and Stulz, 1994; Berger and Ofek, 1995). 

However, recent studies (e.g., Villalonga, 2004; Graham, Lemmon and Wolf, 2002; 

Campa and Kedia, 2002) conclude that diversification does not destroy value. For 

instance, Graham, Lemmon, and Wolf (2002) argue that the conclusions of previous 

studies about diversification discount are implicitly based on the assumption that stand-

alone (single-segment) firms are a valid benchmark for valuing the divisions of 

conglomerates, which can be misleading if there are systematic differences between 

them. Campa and Kedia (2002) conclude that the diversification discount always drops, 

and sometimes turns into a premium when they control for the endogeneity of the 

diversification decision. Even among earlier studies that find a diversification discount, 

Berger and Ofek (1995), who observe a 13% to 15% average value loss from 

diversification by imputing stand-alone values for individual business segments, argue 

the value loss is smaller when the segments of the diversified firm are conducting 

closely-allied activities within the same two-digit SIC code. This condition applies to our 

situation, since the publicly traded parent companies that are considered in our study are 

all in the insurance industry (with two-digit SIC code 63), and the majority of their 

business segments are also in the insurance industry. Consequently, in this study we 

assume that diversification does not change firm value – neither adding to it, nor 

subtracting from it. 

Assumptions 1 and 2 also imply that the allocation of market values is disjoint. 

Furthermore, the apportionment idea of our allocation approach is similar to the 

multiplier estimation adopted by Berger and Ofek (1995) for imputing stand-alone values 
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for individual business segments. The key difference is that the multiplier in their study is 

based on the median values for single-segment (pure-play) firms in the same industry as 

the segment, while the apportionment in our study is based on the internal performance of 

the conglomerate itself.  

 

3.2 Two steps 

As its name implies, the matching-allocation method has the following two steps.  

Step 1.  Matching step - Match publicly traded insurance holding companies with 

their life subsidiaries.  

The matching step produces a list of the life subsidiaries for each publicly traded 

insurance holding company. We match the publicly traded parent companies with their 

life subsidiaries through ownership. The ownership information can be obtained from 

annual reports filed by publicly traded companies with the SEC. The life subsidiaries here 

are individual life insurers contained in the NAIC annual statement databases, and their 

market values are what we are particularly interested in. In preparation for Step 2, the 

market values of the publicly held parent companies are calculated by multiplying the 

firm’s common stock price and number of outstanding shares extracted from 

Compustat/CRSP database.  

Step 2. Allocation step - Allocate the market value of the conglomerate firm to its 

life subsidiaries. 

In the allocation step, we allocate a portion of the market value of each publicly 

traded parent company among its life subsidiaries and think of this portion as the market 

value of each subsidiary. There are two sub-steps. First, we allocate a portion of the 

parent’s market value to the aggregate life segments of the holding company in 

proportion to revenues, based on GAAP data in SEC annual reports. Second, we then 

apportion the market value allocated to the aggregate life segments among the life 

subsidiaries in proportion to revenues again, but this time based on statutory data in 

NAIC databases.  
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The necessity for two sub-steps in the allocation step is explained by the 

incompleteness of the GAAP and SAP reporting data separately. In essence, different 

accounting principles are used for holding company and subsidiary reports. Specifically, 

the parent company prepares consolidated financial statements, in accordance with 

GAAP, for reporting to shareholders and to the SEC; while individual insurance 

operating subsidiaries separately file statutory annual statements with the regulators.26 A 

parent company may be involved in lines of business other than life insurance and may 

have more than one life subsidiary. But financial information on each individual 

subsidiary is not available in the annual reports of publicly traded companies. The annual 

GAAP reports usually aggregate financial data by segments (i.e., lines of business) such 

as life segment, P&C segment, and other segments, rather than by subsidiary.27 Thus the 

SEC annual reports permit us to isolate the aggregate portion of GAAP revenues 

attributable to life insurance activities.  We can then apportion the aggregate life revenues 

among individual life subsidiaries on the basis of SAP revenues reported by individual 

subsidiary to regulators, with due cognizance of GAAP-SAP differences.  

As discussed in sections 2.2, revenue is the most satisfactory single financial 

variable to use as a basis for allocating market value to a subsidiary, because revenue has 

the fewest differences between GAAP and SAP among any of the major financial 

variables, and thus it offers the most consistency between the two sub-steps of the 

allocation step. Here, SAP revenue is defined as the sum of premiums and annuity 

considerations, deposit-type funds (for 1998-2000) and net investment income, all of 

which are included in the page of Summary of Operations in the NAIC annual 

statements; GAAP revenue is defined as the sum of premium income, net investment 

income, and/or other income, all of which are included, in most cases, in the segment 

information part in the SEC annual reports. As for realized capital gains and losses, 

                                                 
26 The life/health insurance-operating subsidiaries of a common parent also submit a consolidated statutory 
annual report to regulators in a format prescribed by the NAIC. So do P&C subsidiaries. But the 
consolidated NAIC annual reports represent only partially the financial condition of the parent. We do not 
have consolidated NAIC databases. Furthermore, our interest lies in estimating the market value of each 
life/health subsidiary rather than all life/health subsidiaries collectively of the same parent. 
27 A segment is a class of related business activities, whereas a subsidiary is a legal entity. 
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which cause the major difference between SAP and GAAP revenues, we choose to 

exclude it from GAAP revenue in this study. The reason of doing this is that many 

companies do not allocate, under GAAP, realized capital gains and losses to each 

operating segment. 

In summary, the market value of an individual life insurer with publicly held 

parent is estimated in the allocation step as follows: 

∑∑

∑
=

=

ssubsidirie life all of revenues SAP
subsidiary  theof revenue SAP * 

segments all of revenues PGAA
segment life of revenue GAAP *parent   theof MV

segment life in the ssubsidirie all of revenues SAP
subsidiary  theof revenue SAP * firmparent   theofsegment  life  theof MV

 subsidiary life a of MV

 

Let’s expand in further details to illustrate how the allocation step works. Suppose 

company X is publicly traded and reports two segments, life and P&C, in its annual 

reports filed with the SEC. The market value of company X is MVX, and the GAAP 

revenues of two segments are LifeREV  and CPREV & , respectively.  Then the percentage of 

the life segment revenue is: 

  
CPLife

Life

REVREV
REV

&

% Life
+

=  

The market value of the life segment, LifeMV , is: 

  
CPLife

Life
XXLife REVREV

REV
MVMVMV

&

*% Life*
+

==  

Here revenues are all GAAP data from SEC annual reports. 

Suppose company X wholly owns 3 life subsidiaries, X1, X2, and X3, and other 

non-life subsidiaries. The statutory revenues of companies X1, X2, and X3 are REVX1, 

REVX2, and REVX3, respectively. Then the market value of each of these three life 

subsidiaries can be allocated as a portion of the market value of the life segment as 

follows:  
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The matching-allocation method is actually a procedure of one-to-many matching 

and then allocating. By means of the labor-intensive procedure outlined in this section, 

one publicly traded company can be matched to many individual life insurers according 

to ownership relationship. Then the market values of a group of individual life insurers 

that are owned by one publicly traded company (Class 2 insurers in our framework) can 

be determined simultaneously through assigning the market value of the life segment of 

the publicly traded company to its life subsidiaries proportionally. Some steps could be 

simplified under certain circumstances. For example, if a publicly traded company owns 

merely life subsidiaries, then the first sub-step in the allocation step can be omitted since 

we only have one segment, life insurance. In this case, we allocate the market value of 

the parent company directly to its life subsidiaries. 

 

3.3 Sources of information 

While applying the matching-allocation method, it turns out that several sources 

of information are cross related and utilized extensively:  

(1) Compustat/CRSP annual industrial files 
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The year-end price of stock and the number of common shares outstanding of any 

publicly traded companies can be extracted from Compustat/CRSP annual industrial files 

so that the market values of companies can be calculated accordingly. 

Both the Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) system 28  and the North 

American Industry Classification System (NAICS) 29  are used in Compustat/CRSP. 

NAICS uses a production-oriented approach to categorize economic units. Units with 

similar production processes are classified in the same industry. NAICS focuses on how 

products and services are created, as opposed to the SIC focus on what is produced. This 

approach yields significantly different industry groupings than those produced by the SIC 

approach. In addition, the six digit hierarchical structure of the NAICS allows greater 

coding flexibility than the four digit structure in the SIC system. 

We choose to use SIC codes in this study as the criteria to screen insurance 

companies for a number of reasons. First, the differences between SIC and NAICS for the 

insurance industry are minor. Second, the SEC uses SIC codes as well. Thus, using SIC 

codes can help us correct or supplement information through SEC annual reports. Third, 

reinsurance carriers in the NAICS (NAICS code 524130) include all kinds of reinsurers 

and do not distinguish distinct lines, but only life and accidental and health reinsurers are 

of interest here since they may own life subsidiaries. In the SIC system, reinsurers are 

grouped into corresponding lines so that we can merely consider life and accidental and 

health reinsurers.  

At the beginning, we examine in Compustat/CRSP databases all publicly traded 

Life/Accident/Health insurers (SIC code 30  6311 or 6321) and match them through 

ownership information with their life subsidiaries, i.e., individual life insurers that are 

                                                 
28 The SIC system was originally developed in the 1930’s at a time when manufacturing dominated the 
U.S. economic scene. Despite numerous revisions reflecting the economy’s changing industrial 
composition, the system has received increasing criticism about its ability to handle rapid changes in the 
U.S. economy. The currently employed version of SIC was revised in 1987. 
29 The NAICS was developed in cooperation with Canada and Mexico and has replaced the SIC system 
beginning in 1997.  
30 The following SIC codes are in the category of insurance industry.  6311: Life Insurance; 6321: Accident 
& Health Insurance; 6324: Hospital & Medical Service Plans; 6331: Fire, Marine & Casualty Insurance; 
6351: Surety Insurance; 6361: Title Insurance; 6399: Insurance Carries, NEC; 6411: Insurance Agents, 
Broker & Service. 
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contained in the NAIC databases. The managed health care companies (SIC code 6324) 

own primarily Health Maintenance Organizations (HMOs), which are not listed in the 

NAIC Life/Accident/Health database in our hand. Although these managed health care 

companies may own life subsidiaries as well, the life insurance is only a small portion of 

the entire business and it is almost impossible to distinguish the life insurance line from 

other lines of business. Therefore, companies with SIC code of 6324 are excluded from 

this study. Some of the P&C insurers (SIC code 6311) may engage in life insurance lines 

of business by owning life insurance subsidiaries, and are thus taken into account. All 

other categories in the insurance industry, including SIC codes 6351, 6361, 6399, and 

6411, are excluded completely from our work at this point. 

It is important to be aware that SIC codes in the Compustat/CRSP databases are 

sometimes inconsistent with the classification in the SEC annual reports. For instance, 

AON Corporation is classified as “Insurance Agents, Brokers & Service” (SIC code 

6411) in Compustat, but, to our knowledge, it is a health insurance company. Thus we 

have to resort to other sources for verification. After checking with the SEC annual 10-K 

report, we found that AON reported itself as an Accident and Health insurance company 

(SIC code 6321). Thus, we change the SIC code of AON from 6411 to 6321. When this 

kind of inconsistency occurs, we assume that companies’ annual reports filed with the 

SEC dominate other sources, and adopt the SEC annual report classification instead. 

The Compustat Industry Segment (CIS) database reports segment information for 

all active Compustat firms other than utility subsidiaries. The database contains 

accounting information, like net sales, assets, and income, by segment and has SIC codes 

for business segments. Unlike assets and income, sales are usually completely allocated 

among the reported segments of a multi-segment firm. It seems that CIS database should 

be a convenient source of segment information for the purpose of the allocation. 

However, inconsistencies among companies might happen because of the flexibility that 

publicly traded companies have in reporting segment financial data. For example, one 

company may include realized investment gains and losses in its segment revenue, 

whereas another one may not. As a consequence, we do not use CIS database but rather 
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use segment information directly from SEC annual reports in order to keep consistency 

among companies. 

(2) Annual reports filed with the SEC 31 

Nearly all publicly traded companies listed in the major U.S. stock markets are 

required to file annual reports with the SEC. Annual reports32 provide a comprehensive 

overview of the registrant’s business. The financial data in annual reports filed with SEC 

are prepared in conformity with GAAP. The parent company prepares consolidated 

financial statements, which include the accounts from both the parent and subsidiaries. 

All significant inter-company balances and transactions have been eliminated in 

consolidation. Nevertheless, the parent and its subsidiaries are separate legal entities and 

may continue to operate as relatively independent entities, and the subsidiary maintains a 

separate set of financial statements. 

The proportion of business of the parent’s life segment can be estimated from 

parent’s consolidated financial statements, especially from the segment information in 

notes to consolidated financial statements. Exhibit 21 in the annual report lists all 

subsidiaries owned by the parent, which include life subsidiaries as well. These life 

subsidiaries are individual life insurers that are contained in the NAIC annual statement 

databases. 

In June 1997, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (the "FASB") issued 

Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 131 ("SFAS 131"), Disclosure about 

Segments of an Enterprise and Related Information. SFAS 131 establishes standards for 

the way by which a public business enterprise reports financial and descriptive 

information about its reportable operating segments in annual financial statements. It also 

establishes standards for related disclosures about products and services, geographic 

areas and major customers. Generally, financial information is required to be reported on 

the basis that it is used internally for evaluating segment performance and deciding how 
                                                 
31 Form 10-K for U.S. issuers and form 20-F for foreign issuers. 
32 Annual reports of publicly traded companies can be obtained from SEC official website in electronic 
copies. However, they lack formatting and hard to read. Alternatively, we subscribed to 10K Wizard, which 
can provide electronic copies of annual reports in .RTF format. 
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to allocate resources to segments. This does not necessarily mean that segment 

disclosures are reported on a subsidiary basis. In fact, in most cases the disclosure is not 

on a subsidiary basis. 

SFAS 131 is effective for financial statements for fiscal years beginning from 

December 15, 1997. Financial statement disclosures for prior two-year periods are 

required to be restated. Firms must report audited footnote information for segments 

whose sales, assets, or profits exceed 10% of consolidated totals.  

As a matter of fact, the majority of publicly traded companies had already 

disclosed segment information before the publishing of SFAS 131. But some of them 

might use slightly different standards for establishing segments and thus need to be 

adjusted to suit to the new standard. For companies not providing segment information 

before 1998, their segment information of 1996 and 1997 can be achieved from the 

restated data in 1998, but that of 1995 and earlier cannot be obtained in any way and can 

only be estimated. This is also one reason that the sample period in this study begins from 

1998, which ensures that the standards of disclosing segment information are consistent 

among companies. 

(3) A.M. Best’s insurance reports: Life/health  

A.M. Best's insurance reports provide in-depth analysis of insurers, reinsurers and 

groups. The primary source of the information presented in A.M. Best’s insurance reports 

is obtained from each insurance company’s official annual and quarterly (if available) 

financial statements as filed with the regulator of the state or country in which the 

company is domiciled. In the U.S., these financial statements are prepared in accordance 

with statutory accounting principles established by the NAIC. The comprehensive review 

of a company’s financial strength is supplemented by important additional publicly 

available documents, such as SEC filings and GAAP financial statements.  

A.M. Best’s insurance reports are used in this study as a supplement to get the list 

of life/health subsidiaries of publicly held companies and to check for specific 

information on an individual insurance company, such as the date to be acquired by the 
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current parent. From 1997 through 2000, Best’s insurance reports are organized in terms 

of group, so that life insurers belonging to the same parent could be found together.  

(4) NAIC annual statements: Life/Accident/Health 

The NAIC annual statement is a comprehensive disclosure on insurers’ financial 

information. The financial data in the NAIC annual statement databases are prepared in 

accordance with SAP, which vary in certain respects from GAAP. The SAP revenue and 

other SAP financial statement data for all individual life insurers can be extracted from 

the NAIC annual statements databases conveniently.  

 

3.4 Two real examples 

This section illustrates how the matching-allocation method works through two 

real examples in fiscal year 1999 ending at December 31, 1999. Example 1 is a publicly 

traded life insurer that owns non-insurance subsidiaries. Example 2 is a publicly traded 

insurance holding company that owns both life insurance subsidiaries and non-insurance 

subsidiaries. 

 

Example 1. Cotton State Life Insurance Company33 (Cotton State)   

Step 1: Matching step 

In 1999, Cotton State Life Insurance Company (Stock ticker symbol: CSLI) was a 

publicly traded life insurer that wholly own two brokerage firms, per the SEC annual 

report (see the first paragraph in table 3.1). We match the publicly traded conglomerate 

firm, which includes both Cotton State and its two non-insurance subsidiaries, with the 

individual Cotton State Life Insurance company.  

In preparation for Step 2, the market value of the conglomerate firm can be easily 

calculated according to the Compustat 1999 industrial file:  

                                                 
33 As a result of a merger with COUNTRY Insurance & Financial Services, Cotton States Life Insurance 
Company is no longer a public company, effective January 1, 2005. 
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Market Value of the conglomerate firm 

        = year-end price of common stock * number of shares outstanding 

        = $ 8.625 * 6.327 millions 

       = $ 54,570,375 

The market value of the conglomerate firm, $54,570,375, is regarded as the sum of the 

market value of its life subsidiary, Cotton State Life Insurance Company, and the market 

values of the other two non-insurance subsidiaries. Therefore, it is necessary to exclude 

the operations of non-insurance subsidiaries and obtain the pure market value of the 

individual Cotton State Life Insurance Company, which is implemented in Step 2. 

Step 2: Allocation step 

The segment information in table 3.1 is extracted from the SEC annual filing of 

Cotton State for fiscal year 1999, in which consolidated financial statements are prepared 

to present financial conditions of both Cotton State Life Insurance Company and two 

brokerage firms.  

Looking at the business segment information in notes to consolidated financial 

statements (see table 3.1), we may distinguish the proportion of the life line in 1999 by 

looking at the revenue of each segment and get: 

Share of life segment 

 
company  theof revenue Total

segment Life of Revenue
=  

%2060.89
457,805148,927,3478,159,6471,490,25

148,927,31

company  theof revenue Total
segment Brokerage of Revenue1

=
+++

−=

−=

 

Therefore,  

Market Value of life segment  

= $ 54,570,375 * 89.2060%  

= $ 48,680,048.72 
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Since Cotton State does not own any other life subsidiaries, this number can be viewed as 

the nominal market value of individual Cotton State Life Insurance Company at the end 

of 1999. 

 

Table 3.1 Segment information of Cotton State in 1999, extracted from the SEC annual report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

Example 2. Jefferson-Pilot Corporation 

Step 1: Matching step 

In 1999, Jefferson-Pilot Corporation was a publicly traded insurance holding 

company (Stock ticker symbol: JP) that wholly owned seven life insurance subsidiaries 

and a number of other non-insurance subsidiaries, per the SEC annual 10-K report. In the 

matching step, we match the publicly held holding company with its seven life insurance 

subsidiaries, which are all contained in the 1999 NAIC annual statement database. 

Consolidation policy 
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of the Company, 

and its wholly owned subsidiaries, CSI Brokerage Services, Inc. ("CSI") and 
Cotton States Marketing Resources, Inc. ("CSMR"). All significant intercompany 
balances and transactions have been eliminated in consolidation. 

 
    CSI brokers insurance products for the Company's exclusive agents not 
offered by the Company's affiliated property and casualty companies. CSMR 
brokers through the Company's exclusive agents other insurance companies' life 
and accident and health products not underwritten by the Company. 
 
Business segment information: 
    The company’s operations can be grouped into three major segments. These 
segments are differentiated primarily by their respective methods of 
distribution and the nature of related products. 
 

 Individual 
life 

insurance 

Guaranteed and 
simplified 

life insurance
Brokerage Other* 

Revenue:     
  Premiums              $ 16,653,463 5,843,177  - 805,457 
  Brokerage income  - - 3,828,087  - 
  Net investment income    8,837,008 316,301  99,061  - 
 ------------ ------------ --------- ------- 
Total revenue  $ 25,490,471 6,159,478 3,927,148 805,457 

* Other revenue includes Group life and Accident & health premium income 
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In preparation for Step 2, the market value of the parent company can be easily 

calculated according to the Compustat/CRSP 1999 industrial file:  

Market Value of the parent company 

= year-end price of common stock * number of shares outstanding 

= $ 68.25 * 103.345 millions 

= $7,053.296 millions 

Step 2: Allocation step 

First, we allocate a portion of the parent’s market value to the aggregate life 

segments of the holding company in proportion to revenues, based on GAAP data in the 

SEC 10-K report of 1999 (see table 3.2). Based on the segment information in notes to 

consolidated financial statements in the SEC 10-K report, we know that the life insurance 

segments involve “Life Insurance Products” and “Annuity and Investment Products”, 

with GAAP revenues of $1,632 and $511 millions, respectively. Thus,  

Market Value of life segment 

= Market Value of the parent company * Share of life segment 

  = $7,053.296 millions *(
460,2

511632,1 + ) 

= $7,053.296 millions * 87.1138% 

  = $6,144.394 millions 

Second, we apportion the marekt value allocated to aggregate life segments 

among the life subsidiaries in proportion to SAP revenues that are reported in the 1999 

NAIC annual statement database. The calculation and resultant market values of seven 

life subsidiaries are shown in table 3.3. 

Consider Guarantee Life Insurance Company as an example,  

Market Value of Guarantee Life 

= MV of life segment *
essubsidiarilifeallofrevenuesofSum

Life Guarantee of revenue SAP  

= $
389.657,4

558.609*394.144,6  
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= $6,144.394*13.09%  

= $804.177 (in millions) 

We may notice in table 3.3 that the sum of statutory revenues of all life 

subsidiaries, $4,657.389 millions, differs significantly from the total revenue of the life 

insurance segments in table 3.2 (GAAP data), $2,143millions. According to the 

discussion in section 2.3.2, revenue is the accouting variable bearing the fewest 

difference between SAP and GAAP. One possible reason for the big difference is that the 

GAAP revenue of the life insurance segments is consolidated data that eliminate 

intercompany transactions and balances. 

 
Table 3.2 Segment information of Jefferson-Pilot Corporation in 1999, extracted from the SEC 

annual 10-K report 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Item 1. (c) Narrative Description of Business 
 
REVENUES BY PRODUCT*  
Life Insurance Products: 
  Individual: 
     Traditional...................................  $   343 
     Universal life-type...........................    1,125  
  Group............................................      164 
                                                     -------- 
                                                     $ 1,632 
Annuity and Investment Products....................      511 
Communications.....................................      200 
Corporate and Other................................      117 
                                                -------- 

  $ 2,460 
Realized investment gains, before tax..............      101 
                             --------  

                                 $ 2,561    
* Revenues include net investment income 
 
 
NOTE 16.  SEGMENT INFORMATION 
    The Company has four reportable segments which are defined based on the 
nature of the products and services offered. The Life Insurance Products
segment offers a wide array of life and health insurance. Annuity and 
Investment Products (AIP) segment offers fixed and variable annuities and 
investment products. The Communications segment consists principally of radio 
and television broadcasting and sports program production. The Corporate and 
Other segment includes activities of the parent company and passive 
investment affiliates, surplus of the life insurance subsidiaries not 
otherwise allocated to reportable segments including earnings thereon, and 
all of the Company's realized gains and losses. 
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Table 3.3 Apportionment of life segment’s market value to U.S. life subsidiaries (Jefferson-Pilot 
corporation, 1999) 

NAIC 
Code Company Name SAP Revenue

(in millions) 
% of 

Revenue 
MV 

(in millions) 

94064 Alexander Hamilton Life Ins Co Amer $    842.967 18.10% $  1,112.108
71510 First Alexander Hamilton Life Ins 82.671 1.78% 109.067
64181 Guarantee Life Ins Co 609.558 13.09% 804.177
70254 Jefferson Pilot Financial Ins Co 869.861 18.68% 1,147.588
62057 Jefferson Pilot Life America Ins Co 54.732 1.18% 72.206
94072 Jefferson Standard Life Ins Co 0.606 0.01% 0.799
67865 Jefferson-Pilot Life Ins Co 2,196.995 47.17% 2,898.448

 Total: $  4,657.389 100.00% $  6,144.394
 

 

3.5 Difficulties and solutions 

Although the idea of the matching-allocation method is simple and intuitive, the 

implementation of the entire procedure is very time-consuming and onerous. In 

particular, the life segment information is not available in uniform format in the SEC 

annual reports for all publicly traded companies because of the flexibility allowed in 

reporting segment information. For many companies, it is necessary to read business 

descriptions and/or managements’ discussions on results of operations in annual reports 

very carefully to extract useful information about life segments. At the same time, we 

have to keep consistency throughout all publicly held companies.  

This section illustrates some difficulties we encountered while implementing the 

matching-allocation method, especially in the matching step. We propose corresponding 

solutions and give examples, if appropriate. All examples below are for 1999 data. 

• Diversity of segment information 

Companies report segment information in a variety of ways. Thus, in some cases 

it is not easy to distinguish the share of life/health insurance line of business from 

segment information only. But this part is crucial to the entire matching work, and affects 
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greatly the effectiveness of the subsequent multiple imputation. In those cases, we need 

to read the business description and/or management’s discussion on results of operations 

in annual reports very carefully in order to get useful information.  

E.g. MONY Group Inc. 

From the business description and information about business segments in the 

SEC annual 10-K report of MONY Group Inc., we know that protection products 

(traditional life, variable universal life and universal life insurance) and accumulation 

products (individual annuities and proprietary retail mutual funds) belong to life lines. 

However, the company’s mutual fund operations are offered through ECM, which is a 

registered investment advisor, and thus need to be removed from the life lines. Since the 

revenues by product within the segment are unavailable, assets under management 

(AUM) is used to approximate the percentage of mutual funds in the accumulation 

products segment. That is, the proportion of mutual funds revenue to total revenue of the 

accumulation products segment is proxied by the proportion of AUM of mutual funds to 

total AUM of the accumulation products segment (see table 3.4).  

Thereby, the share of life segment is approximated as follows: 

Share of life segment 

   = 
revenuessegment  of Sum

funds mutual excludingon Accumulati of Revenue  Protection of Revenue +  

= 
0.201,2

)
10,541.9
4,762.3-(1 * 301.7  1,727.8 +

  

= 86.0158% 
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Table 3.4 Segment information of MONY Group Inc. in 1999 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

• Foreign life subsidiaries 

In some cases, the life insurance line of business includes the operations not only 

from U.S. subsidiaries, but also from Canadian or other foreign subsidiaries, although the 

revenues from foreign subsidiaries are usually insignificant. When the revenues from 

those foreign subsidiaries cannot be identified from available information, the share of 

life insurance is a little bit overestimated, and the market values of life subsidiaries are 

overestimated as well. 

E.g. AEGON NV 

According to the business description and segment information in the 1999 annual 

report (Form 20-F), AEGON NV is “an international insurer with a major presence in 

five key countries: The Netherlands, the USA, the United Kingdom, Hungary and Spain. 

Under the heading ‘Americas’, the company’s US, Canadian and Mexican activities are 

reported.” AEGON Canada is operated through its primary subsidiary, Transamerica Life 

Canada. We could not find further details about the revenues of Canadian and Mexican 

activities, so that the share of U.S. life insurance is a little bit overestimated. 

• Inconsistency of accounting data for different companies 

SEGMENT SUMMARY – REVENUE (in millions) 
  Protection Products........................  $ 1,727.8   
  Accumulation Products......................      301.7    
  Other Products.............................      164.4 
  Unallocated amounts........................        7.1 
               ---------- 
               $ 2,201.0 
 
ACCUMULATION PRODUCTS SEGMENT:  
ASSETS UNDER MANAGEMENT: ($ in millions) 
  Individual variable annuities............  $  4,888.4    
  Individual fixed annuities...............       891.2  
  Proprietary retail mutual funds.............  4,762.3  

     ----------- 
                                             $ 10,541.9 
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GAAP permits companies to report their financial data with some degree of 

flexibility. Thus, sometimes the data with same name from two different companies may 

have different definitions. We need to be cautious when using this accounting 

information to preserve consistency throughout all companies.  

For instance, one company may include realized investment gains and losses in its 

segment revenue, whereas another one may not. Since we don’t treat realized investment 

gains and losses as part of investment income in this study, for those companies that 

include realized investment gains and losses in their segment revenue, we need to exclude 

realized investment gains and losses manually, if possible. If no detailed information can 

be used to make this adjustment, the market values of resulting life subsidiaries could be 

over/under-estimated. But this effect is not significant since the amount of realized 

investment gains and losses are usually small compared with net investment income. 

• Allocation of net investment income 

Generally, in consolidated financial statements of one publicly traded company, 

net investment income is allocated to each operating segment based on some criteria, 

such as directly related assets required for transacting that segment of business. For those 

companies whose net investment income is not allocated to segments, we allocate it 

manually based on the share of premium income of each segment, if available.  

• Life subsidiaries are not wholly owned 

Not all life subsidiaries of one publicly traded company are 100% owned by the 

parent. According to the consolidation rule under GAAP, all companies in which a parent 

has more than 50% ownership are to be consolidated when the parent prepares financial 

statements. Therefore, we deal with life subsidiaries that are majority-owned but not 

wholly owned by the parent in the same way as wholly owned subsidiaries.  

• Life subsidiaries are owned by publicly-held non-insurance companies 

Some life insurance companies may be controlled by publicly traded companies 

that belong to other industries than insurance. If the parent company is a financial 
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institution, we may perhaps still use the matching-allocation method. For industries other 

than financial institutions, we cannot do that since the parent company and its 

subsidiaries may have distinct operating characteristic, and the matching-allocation 

method is not applicable. In this study, we do not consider publicly held non-insurance 

companies that own life subsidiaries. Actually, only a small portion of individual life 

insurers are owned by publicly held non-insurance companies. 

In addition to the problems described above, the practical application of 

matching-allocation method may be more complicated. Sometimes certain specific 

strategies are needed case by case. The following general rules are utilized throughout the 

entire matching procedure over the time period 1998-2001: 

1) Be consistent throughout all life insurers. 

2) Be as accurate as possible, but sometimes allow minor deviation due to 

limited information.  

3) If all available information is not enough to distinguish the life insurance line 

of a company, treat its subsidiaries the same way as Class 3 insurers and 

handle them by multiple imputation introduced latter. It is not recommended 

to give a too rough estimate for Class 2 insurers because Class 2 provides the 

basis for estimating Class3. 

4) The “corporate and other” segment specified in the segment information 

usually includes the revenue on corporate assets not specifically allocated to 

reportable segments and is usually excluded from the life line of business. 
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Chapter 4 

Methodology II – Multiple Imputation 

 

For all life insurers in Class 3, i.e., insurers that are neither themselves publicly 

traded nor owned or controlled by publicly traded insurance holding companies, and a 

small number of life insurers in Class 2 for which the matching-allocation method is not 

applicable because of inadequate segment information of their parents or other reasons, 

we estimate their market values by means of an established statistical method, multiple 

imputation.  In essence, the market values of these insurers are treated as missing and are 

estimated from the known market values of Class 1 insurers and the allocated market 

values of Class 2 insurers.  

 

4.1 Overview of approaches to handling missing data 

Traditionally, datasets are usually represented by a data matrix for convenient 

reference. In the data matrix, the rows represent observations, which are also called units, 

cases or subjects depending on various contexts; the columns represent variables 

measured or observed for each observation; and the entries represent the values of 

variables for each observation. In practice, it is very common that some entries in the data 

matrix are not observed. Absence of data creates missing data problems. 

Missing data are frequently encountered in many fields of research, and 

approaches to handling missing data have been a popular research topic for a long time. 

There are many excellent references. For instance, Little and Rubin’s two editions (1987, 

2002) are the most widely cited compendia and focus methodologically on Bayesian and 

likelihood methods. Madow, Olkin and Rubin (1983) elaborately describe methods for 

dealing with missing data in survey sampling. 
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This section briefly reviews some popular approaches to handling missing data. 

The discussion below organizes these approaches into three broad categories: case 

deletion, single imputation, and multiple imputation. In short, case deletion means 

discarding cases with missing values; single imputation means filling in one value for 

each missing value; multiple imputation means obtaining two or more potential values for 

each missing datum.  

4.1.1 Case deletion 

Perhaps the simplest way of dealing with missing data is to delete entirely the 

cases with missing values for any variables, and conduct complete-case analysis on the 

resultant datasets. This case-deletion method, which is also referred to as complete-case 

analysis, is employed extensively in practice by most practitioners and a vast majority of 

statistical software packages. Case deletion may be satisfactory with a small amount of 

missing data, but may suffer from potentially serious drawbacks. Especially for datasets 

that involve a large number of variables and in which missing values occur on more than 

one variable, this case deletion procedure possibly discards a high proportion of 

observations, thus losing much useful information. Even if the missingness rate for each 

variable is low, it is possible that few observations have complete data for all variables. 

Therefore, entirely deleting those observations with missing values for any of the 

variables may cause most of the information to be lost. In addition, omitting observations 

with missing values from the analysis will tend to introduce serious bias if the 

observations providing complete data are not representative of the entire sample. 

4.1.2 Single imputation 

The single imputation methods, i.e., filling in one value for each missing datum, 

are also widely used in practice. In contrast with case deletion, the single imputation 

methods do not cause the sacrifice of information contained in incomplete cases with 

values of most variables observed but values of a few of variables missing. Generally, 

there exist two major attractive advantages supporting the common practice of single 
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imputation, given in Rubin (1987, p. 12). First, filling in the missing values allows that 

standard complete-data methods of analysis can be employed on the resultant dataset. 

Second, in many contexts in which the data collector and the data analyst are different 

individuals, the imputations can be created just once by the data collector. These 

imputations incorporate the data collector’s knowledge effectively and can be used by the 

data analyst conveniently. 

The most obvious deficiency of single imputation is that the single value imputed 

is treated as if it was real data, and the analyses of the resulting complete dataset by using 

complete-data methods do not take into account missing-data uncertainty. Consequently, 

the results of such analyses systematically underestimate variability, and the inferences 

derived from these methods may be suspect since they are based upon underestimated 

variances. In this case, the standard errors computed from the filled-in data are 

systematically underestimated; p-values of tests are too small; and confidence intervals 

are too narrow. In addition, the estimates of quantities of interest can be badly biased. 

The problems become more serious as the rate of missing information and the number of 

parameters increase. The deficiencies of single imputation have been well documented in 

the literature (see, e.g., Little and Rubin, 1987, 2002; Rubin, 1987; Schafer, 1997; 

Schafer and Olsen, 1998). 

The commonly used single imputation methods are reviewed in brief as below. 

• Mean substitution 

An intuitive way of filling in missing data is to substitute the marginal mean of all 

observed values for a missing value of one variable. Mean substitution on a variable-by-

variable basis preserves the observed sample means, but it corrupts the marginal 

distribution of that variable by artificially increasing the number of observations with the 

value of the mean and thus distorts relationships, such as covariance and correlations, 

with other variables. To be more specific, it biases estimated variances and covariances 

toward zero (Schafer, 1997, p. 2). This distortion is particularly disturbing when the tails 

of the distribution or standard errors of estimates are being studied. 
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• Regression models 

Missing data can also be imputed by predicted values from least-squares 

regression models (e.g., Afifi and Elashoff, 1969). The variable with missing data is 

regressed on observed variables. One obvious problem with regression models is that the 

imputed values will all fall on the estimated regression line, and as a result, regression 

models systematically underestimate variability and lead to invalid inference. 

Additionally, regression models tend to inflate correlations artificially. 

An improvement on regression models is to replace missing data with predicted 

values from a regression model plus random residuals, which reflect some degree of 

uncertainty in the predicted value. With normal linear regression models, the residual will 

naturally be normal with zero mean and variance equal to the residual variance in the 

regression. The improved models are often referred to as stochastic regression models. 

• Hot-deck procedures 

With most hot-deck procedures, missing values are replaced by recorded values 

from similar reporting units in the sample. The adjective “hot” here refers to imputing 

with values from the current sample. Hot-deck imputation is common in survey practice 

and can involve very elaborate schemes for selecting units that are similar for imputation. 

Consequently, current survey practice uses many variations of hot-deck procedures. One 

major advantage of a hot-deck procedure is the reduction of nonresponse bias. For a more 

recent discussion of hot-deck applications, see Marker, Judkins and Winglee (2002). 

• Expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm 

The Expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm, formalized by Dempster, Laird 

and Rubin (1977), is an iterative procedure that finds the maximum likelihood estimates 

(MLE) for incomplete data in parametric models. It first predicts the missing values 

based on assumed values for the parameters (E-step), then uses these predictions to 

update the parameter estimates (M-step), and repeats. The sequence of parameters 

converges to maximum-likelihood estimates that implicitly average over the distribution 
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of the missing values. However, the rate of convergence depends on the rate of missing 

information in the dataset. Generally, the EM algorithm is not guaranteed to always 

converge to a unique global maximum. Moreover, the EM algorithm provides only point 

estimates of the unknown parameters, which, although efficient, are not especially useful 

unless there are also some measures of uncertainty associated with them.  

• Markov chain Monte Carlo 

Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) is a collection of simulation techniques for 

creating pseudorandom draws from probability distributions. In particular, a class of 

MCMC algorithms especially useful in handling missing-data problems is data 

augmentation (Tanner and Wong, 1987). Like EM, data augmentation (DA) is an 

iterative process that alternately fills in the missing data and makes inferences about the 

unknown parameters. However, DA does this in a stochastic or random manner. DA first 

performs a random imputation of missing data under assumed values of the parameters, 

and then draws new parameters from a Bayesian posterior distribution based on the 

observed and imputed data. The procedure of alternately simulating missing data and 

parameters creates a Markov chain that eventually stabilizes or converges in distribution 

under very general conditions.   

4.1.3 Multiple imputation 

Multiple imputation (MI) remedies the underestimation of variability that occurs 

in single imputation method. The basic idea is to account for missing-data uncertainty by 

simulating multiple instances of imputed values. This idea was originally proposed by 

Rubin (1978) for handling nonresponses in surveys, and a comprehensive treatment is 

given in Rubin (1987). The goal of MI is to provide statistically valid inference in the 

difficult real-world situations where the database constructor and the ultimate user are 

distinct entities (Rubin, 1996). Although MI appears to be especially valuable in the 

survey context for a number of reasons given in Rubin (1987, p. 3), it can be used to 

handle missing data in a variety of nonsurvey contexts. 
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The MI method is particularly useful for database construction, where a multiply-

imputed database is being created for potential ultimate users. After creating a number, 

say m, of multiple imputations for each missing datum, the nonmissing data can be joined 

with each of the m sets of imputed values to yield m replicates of the entire completed 

dataset. Each of the m complete datasets is then analyzed by standard complete-data 

methods for whatever issue is at hand, and the results are combined using simple rules to 

produce overall estimates and standard errors that reflect missing-data uncertainty 

properly. More details about this method will be given in the subsequent sections. 

MI shares with single imputation the two advantages mentioned above, the ability 

to use complete-data methods of analysis and the ability to incorporate the data 

collector’s knowledge of all sample information and avoidance of bias. Furthermore, MI 

has some extremely important advantages over single imputation, as stated in Rubin 

(1987, p. 16) and Schafer and Olsen (1998). First, the multiple estimates of the missing 

datum essentially provide an empirical probability distribution for the missing value, 

from which it is possible to correct for the bias of underestimated variation in single 

imputation. Second, final inferences, such as confidence intervals or p-values, are 

generally valid since they incorporate missing data uncertainty. Third, MI increases the 

efficiency of estimation, since imputations are randomly drawn in an attempt to represent 

the distribution of the missing data. MI can be highly efficient even for small m. In many 

applications, just 3-5 imputations are sufficient to obtain excellent results. 

The only cited disadvantages of MI over single imputation are the extra 

computational effort and greater storage space requirement. However, these deficiencies 

are no longer of much concern with the rapid advancement of computer technology. 

Some specialized software packages have been developed to implement MI, such as a 

general purpose MI software developed by Schafer, and MI and MIANALYZE 

procedures embedded in SAS. A detailed comparison of software packages to implement 

MI is given by Horton and Lipsitz (2001). 

In addition to the MI method, another class of general tools for taking into 

account imputation uncertainty is resampling methods, which include the bootstrap and 
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jackknife, as given in Rubin (2002, Chapter 5.3). The comparison of resampling methods 

and MI is given in Rubin (2002, Chapter 5.5). One critical point is that a dataset with a 

relatively small set of MIs (say 10 or less) can allow users to derive excellent inferences 

for a broad range of estimands with complete-data methods, provided the MIs are based 

on a sound model. By contrast, resampling methods require 200 or more different 

imputed datasets, with imputations based on each resampled dataset. Thus, MI is more 

useful than resampling methods for constructing a multiply-imputed database. 

 

4.2 Introduction to Multiple Imputation (MI) 

Given the advantages that multiple imputation enjoys over single imputation, we 

intend to employ multiple imputation in this study to estimate multiple market values for 

each of the life insurers in Class 3. This section will introduce multiple imputation in 

much more detail. The notations used in this section and thereafter are described below.  

Let )( ijyY = denote an )( Kn×  data matrix, with the row vector 

),,( 1 iKii yyy L=  representing i-th observation ( ni ,,2,1 L= ), and the column vector 

T
njjj yyY ),,( 1 L=  representing j-th variable ( Kj ,,2,1 L= ). Suppose Y is not fully 

observed. Let Yobs represent the components of Y that are observed, Ymis represent the 

missing components, and )( ijmM =  represent the missing-data indicator matrix such that 

1=ijm  if ijy  is missing, and 0=ijm  if ijy  is observed. The matrix M describes which 

values are observed in the data matrix and which values are missing and can then define 

the patterns of missing data. In addition, let θ stand for model parameters of interest to be 

estimated.  

4.2.1 Missing-data mechanism 

The missing-data mechanism concerns the relationship between missingness and 

values of variables in the data matrix, and in particular the question of whether the fact 
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that variable values are missing is related to the underlying values of the variables in the 

dataset. 

In multiple imputation, the mechanism of missing-data is assumed to be missing 

at random (MAR) (Rubin, 1976; Little and Rubin, 2002), which means that the 

probability of missingness may depend on the observed components Yobs, but not on the 

missing components Ymis, i.e., 

  )|(),|( obsmisobs YMpYYMp = .         (4.1) 

Under MAR, we have 

  ).|(),|( obsobs YpMYp θθ =           (4.2) 

MAR does not mean that the missing values must be a random subsample of the 

entire dataset, which is known as missing completely at random (MCAR). MCAR means 

that the missingness does not depend on data values, either observed or missing. MCAR 

is much more restrictive than MAR and often unrealistic. 

4.2.2 Basic idea of MI34 

The basic idea of multiple imputation is to account for missing-data uncertainty 

by simulating multiple instances of imputed values. The MI procedure can be described 

as a three-step process (Rubin, 1996). First, for each missing datum, generate m (m>1) 

plausible versions of Ymis by simulation from their predictive distribution. Each of these 

sets of plausible values can be used to “fill-in” the missing values in the original dataset 

so as to yield m replicates of the entire dataset. Second, analyze each of these m 

completed datasets by standard complete-data statistical methods for whatever issue is at 

hand. Third, combine these analysis results to produce overall inferences about θ that 

effectively incorporate the uncertainty due to missing data. 

The theoretical justification for MI arises from the Bayesian perspective, which 

also provides prescriptions for how to create multiple imputations and combine the 

analyses conducted on the resultant complete datasets. To be more specific, the idea of 
                                                 
34 The Bayesian motivation for MI and corresponding theoretical results are elaborated in Rubin (1987, 
Chapter 3). What we present in this section is a concise summary with simplified notations ignoring 
indicator variables for sampling and response, taken from Little and Rubin (2002, p. 210-211).  
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MI is to relate, by standard probability theory, the observed-data posterior distribution 

)|( obsYp θ  to the complete-data posterior distribution ),|( obsmis YYp θ  that would have 

been obtained if we had observed the missing data Ymis, namely: 

  
∫
∫

=

=

misobsmismisobs

misobsmisobs

dYYYpYYp

dYYYpYp

)|(),|(

)|,()(

θ

θθ
       (4.3) 

where )|( obsmis YYp  is the posterior distribution of the missing data Ymis, and 

  ),|()()|,()(),|( misobsmisobsmisobs YYLpYYppYYp θθθθθ =∝ .     (4.4) 

Here L is the likelihood function of θ given both observed and missing data.   

The above equation implies that the posterior distribution of θ, )|( obsYp θ , can be 

simulated by first drawing multiple values, )(i
misY , for missing data Ymis from their posterior 

distribution, )|( obsmis YYp , imputing the drawn values to complete the dataset, and then 

drawing θ from its complete-data posterior distribution, ),|( )(i
misobs YYp θ .  

Multiple imputation effectively approximates the integral over the missing values 

as the average: 
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When the posterior mean and variance are adequate summaries of the posterior 

distribution, the posterior mean, as described in equation (4.3), can be approximated by  
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and the posterior variance is 
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where iθ̂  is the estimate of θ, and iŴ  is the posterior variance of θ, calculated from the i-

th completed dataset ),( )(
obs

i
mis YY . W  is the average of iŴ  over m completed datasets and 

is called within-imputation variance. B is between-imputation variance. 

When m is small, the posterior mean is still approximated by equation (4.6), but 

an improved approximation for the posterior variance in equation (4.7) is obtained by 

multiplying the between-imputation variance by )1( 1−+ m , that is: 

  BmWYVar obs )1()|( 1−++≈θ .          (4.8) 

Obviously, multiple imputations are just multiple simulated draws from the 

Bayesian predictive distribution of Ymis: 

 ∫= θθθ dYpYYpYYp obsobsmisobsmis )|(),|()|(          (4.9) 

where 

  )|()()|()()|( obsobsobs YLpYppYp θθθθθ =∝ .       (4.10) 

for some prior density )(θp  and the observed-data likelihood function )|( obsYL θ . 

4.2.3 Creating multiple imputations 

As described in the last section, the missing values can be drawn as 

  )|(~)(
obsmis

i
mis YYpY           (4.11) 

from their joint posterior predictive distribution. Unfortunately, it is often difficult to 

draw from this predictive distribution in complicated problems, because of the implicit 

requirement in equation (4.9) to integrate over the parameter θ. 
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A proposed solution for this problem is Data Augmentation (DA). DA35 can be 

employed to create multiple imputations by iteratively drawing a sequence of values of 

the parameters and missing data until convergence. Specifically, DA starts with an initial 

draw 0θ from an approximation to the posterior distribution of θ, )|( obsYp θ . A good 

choice for that approximation is ML estimates from the EM algorithm. Given a value )(tθ  

of θ drawn at iteration t, two repetitive steps of DA are:  

  I-step: Draw ),|(~ )()1( t
obsmis

t
mis YYpY θ+ ; 

 P-step: Draw ),|(~ )1()1( ++ t
misobs

t YYp θθ . 

This creates a Markov chain L,,,, )2()2()1()1( θθ mismis YY , which converges in distribution to 

)|,( obsmis YYp θ  (Tanner and Wong, 1987). 

To produce proper multiple imputations, we then collect iterates of Ymis from a 

DA run to form a MCMC chain: )()2()( ,,, mt
mis

t
mis

t
mis YYY L  or run m independent chains of 

length t. Here t is chosen to be large enough to ensure that the successive imputations are 

statistically independent. The chain is said to have converged or achieved stationarity by t 

iterations if )(tθ  is independent of )0(θ , )2( tθ  is independent of )(tθ , etc. The simplest 

way to assess convergence is by output analysis, examining time series plots and 

autocorrelation functions of the output stream from exploratory runs. 

DA applies to arbitrary missing patterns. Although DA is theoretically preferable 

when the underlying model is well justified, in situations with multivariate data involving 

nonlinear relationships, building one coherent model for the joint distribution of the 

variables, programming the draws, and assessing convergence may be difficult and time-

consuming (Little and Rubin, 2002, p. 214). Some simpler methods that approximate 

draws from )|( obsmis YYp  are discussed in Little and Rubin (2002, p. 214-217). We will 

introduce simpler methods of creating multiple imputations for monotone missing 

patterns in subsequent sections. 

                                                 
35 The definition of data augmentation used here is taken from Little and Rubin (2002, p. 201), which 
differs slightly form the original version in Tanner and Wong (1987). 
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4.2.4 Combining multiple inferences 

Once multiple imputations have been created, the nonmissing data can then be 

joined with each set of these imputations to create a complete dataset, each of which can 

be analyzed by standard statistical methods separately. The results can be combined using 

Rubin’s rules (Rubin, 1987, p. 76; Little and Rubin, 2002, p. 86) to produce one set of 

overall inferences that reflect missing-data uncertainty properly.  

Rubin’s rules of combining results are derived from the Bayesian paradigm. 

Specifically, if the multiple imputations are repetitive draws from a Bayesian posterior 

distribution of the missing data under a specific imputation model, that is, a particular 

Bayesian model for both the data and the missing-data mechanism, then combining 

analyses of each dataset completed by imputation yields an approximately valid Bayesian 

inference under that model. The resulting inferences are called repeated-imputation 

inferences (Rubin, 1987, p. 75).   

The repeated-imputation procedures derived from the Bayesian paradigm are 

evaluated in chapter 4 in Rubin (1987) under the randomization-based frequentist 

paradigm to investigate their sensitivity and robustness to model deviations and finite m. 

Thus, MI uses the Bayesian and frequentist paradigms in complementary ways: the 

Bayesian model-based approach to create procedures, and the frequentist (randomization-

based approach) to evaluate procedures (Rubin, 1996).  

Rubin’s rules proceed as follows36. Suppose θ is a scalar parameter of interest to 

be estimated. Let iθ̂  and iŴ , mi ,,2,1 L= ,  be the complete-data point estimates of θ and 

their associated variances, calculated from the imputed complete datasets under one 

model. Then the combined point estimate for θ is 

∑
=

=
m

i
im 1

ˆ1 θθ .           (4.12) 

The variability associated with this estimate has two components: the within-imputation 

variance, which is the average of the m complete-data variance estimates 

                                                 
36 All formulas in this section are taken directly from Little and Rubin’s book (2002, p. 86-87) with slight 
changes in notations. 
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∑
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W
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ˆ1 ;           (4.13) 

and the between-imputation variance, which is the variance of the m complete-data point 

estimates 

∑
=

−
−

=
m

i
im

B
1

2)ˆ(
1

1 θθ .         (4.14) 

Then the total variance estimate associated with θ  is 

BmWT )1( 1−++= ,           (4.15) 

where )1( 1−+ m  is an adjustment for finite m.  

Hence, 

W
Bmr )1( 1−+

=           (4.16) 

is the relative increase in variance due to nonresponse. And an estimate of the fraction of 

information about θ missing due to nonresponse is approximately 

  
r

r
T

Bm
+

=
+

=
−

1
)1( 1

λ  .         (4.17) 

Note that both the combined point estimateθ  and variance estimates W , B, and T 

introduced above depends on m, i.e., number of imputations. Under the Bayesian theory, 

Rubin (1987, Chapter 3) proved that they are standard unbiased estimates of the 

corresponding point estimate and variance estimates when m is infinity. Thus, for 

convenience, the subscript m is omitted here for these estimates.  

For large sample sizes and scalar θ, the reference distribution for interval 

estimates and significance tests is a t distribution. That is, inferences are based on the 

approximation: 

vtT ~)(2/1 θθ −−  ,           (4.18) 

where the degrees of freedom 

212
1 )1)(1(]
)1(

1)[1( −
− +−=

+
+−= rm

Bm
Wmv       (4.19) 
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is based on a Satterthwaite approximation (Rubin and Schenker, 1986; Rubin, 1987, p. 

141). When there is no missing information about θ, the values of r and B are both 0. 

When m is large or r is small, v  will be large and θ will be approximately normal. In 

addition, the corresponding estimate of the fraction of information about θ missing due to 

nonresponse is given by Rubin (1987, p. 93): 

1
)3/(2))3)(1((ˆ 111

+
++

=++−= −−−

r
vrWTvvWλ .      (4.20) 

In applications, calculation of the fraction of missing information is highly recommended, 

as it is an interesting and useful diagnostic for assessing how the missing data contribute 

to inferential uncertainty about θ. Note that λ̂  can be noisy for small m. 

When the complete-data degree of freedom 0v  is small, and there is only a modest 

proportion of missing data, we may use an adjusted degree of freedom (Barnard and 

Rubin, 1999): 
111* )ˆ( −−− += obsvvv ,          (4.21) 

where  

)3/()1()1(ˆ 000 ++−= vvvvobs λ .         (4.22) 

Although MI is most directly motivated from the Bayesian perspective, the 

resultant inferences can be shown to possess good sampling properties. For example, 

Rubin and Schenker (1986) show that in many cases interval estimates created using only 

two imputations provide randomization-based coverage close to their nominal levels with 

up to 30% missing information. 

4.2.5 Relative efficiency of MI 

The large-sample relative efficiency (RE) in units of standard deviations when 

using a finite number of proper imputations, m, rather than an infinite number is defined 

in Rubin (1987, p. 114) approximately: 

  2/1
0 )/1( −+= mRE λ ,          (4.23) 
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where 0λ  is the population fraction of missing information for the quantity to be 

estimated. RE quantifies how much more precise the estimate might have been if no data 

had been missing. With 0λ  =50%, an estimate based on m=5 imputations has a standard 

deviation that is only about 5% wider than one based on m=∞ since 049.15/5.01 =+ . 

The relative efficiencies achieved for various values of m and 0λ  are shown in 

table 4.1. We can see from this table that in cases with little missing information, proper 

imputations with m=3 or 5 are nearly fully efficient, and a small number of imputations 

can reach rather high efficiency even with a high fraction of missing information. For 

instance, for 50% missing information, a very high rate for many applications, m=5 

imputations can achieve 95% efficiency, and m=10 imputation can achieve as high as 

97.6% efficiency. However, increasing the number of imputations to m=20 raises the 

efficiency to 98.8%, a rather slight gain for a doubling of computational effort. Thus, in 

applications, we need to choose an appropriate number of imputations after considering 

both efficiency and computational effort together. 

 
Table 4.1. Large-sample relative efficiency (RE) of MI 

Fraction of missing information: 0λ  Number of 
imputations: 

m 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 

3 0.9837 0.9682 0.9535 0.9393 0.9258 0.9129 0.9005 0.8885 0.8771 

5 0.9901 0.9806 0.9713 0.9623 0.9535 0.9449 0.9366 0.9285 0.9206 

10 0.9950 0.9901 0.9853 0.9806 0.9759 0.9713 0.9667 0.9623 0.9578 

20 0.9975 0.9950 0.9926 0.9901 0.9877 0.9853 0.9829 0.9806 0.9782 

30 0.9983 0.9967 0.9950 0.9934 0.9918 0.9901 0.9885 0.9869 0.9853 

40 0.9988 0.9975 0.9963 0.9950 0.9938 0.9926 0.9914 0.9901 0.9889 

50 0.9990 0.9980 0.9970 0.9960 0.9950 0.9941 0.9931 0.9921 0.9911 

∞ 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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4.3 More considerations 

4.3.1 Some practical issues on MI 

In practical applications of MI, the following issues are usually of concern. 

• Imputation model 

A probability model, which is referred to as the data model or the imputation 

model, has to be assumed for the complete data ),( misobs YYY =  in order to generate 

imputations from )|( obsmis YYp . Specifically, for a dataset T
nyyyY ),,,( 21 L= , the row 

vector niyi ,,2,1, L=  can be modeled as i.i.d. draws from certain multivariate 

probability distributions of column variables. The most commonly used distribution for 

continuous data is multivariate normal distribution. Other appropriate distributions 

include multivariate t-distribution (e.g., Liu, 1995). 

Several simulation studies (e.g., Rubin and Schenker, 1986; Schafer, 1997) reveal 

that inferences by MI are robust to departure from multivariate normality if the fraction 

of missing information is not high and the marginal distribution is not too far from being 

unimodal and symmetric. As a result, when working with binary or ordered categorical 

variables, it is often acceptable to impute under a normality assumption and round off the 

continuous imputed values to the nearest category. Nevertheless, applying suitable 

transformations may make the performance better, especially when the fraction of 

missing information is high. Variables whose distributions are heavily skewed may by 

transformed (e.g. by taking logarithms) to approximate normality and then transformed 

back to their original scale after multiple imputations have been created.  

• Prior distribution of parameters 

The Bayesian nature of MI requires the imputer to specify a prior distribution for 

the parameters of the imputation model, since multiple imputations must reflect 

uncertainty about these parameters. Inferences are typically insensitive to the choice of 
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the prior )(θp . In most cases, especially when the sample size is moderately large, any 

reasonable prior distribution should lead to essentially the same results (Schafer and 

Olsen, 1998). Usually a non-informative prior works well. In unusual situations with 

small samples, sparse data or high rates of missing information, an informative prior 

distribution is necessary. Extended discussion on the choice of prior distribution is given 

by Schafer (1997). 

• When the imputer’s model and the analyst’s model differ 

The validity of MI inferences when the imputer’s and analyst’s models differ is a 

controversial issue. When the imputation method uses more information than the 

complete-data analysis conducted by the analyst and this information is correct, the 

complete-data analyses will tend to be more efficient than anticipated. More discussion 

about the discrepancies of these models and their potential impact on MI inferences is 

given in Schafer (1997, p. 139-143).   

• Variable selection in the imputation model 

For the imputer, specification of the imputation model is very crucial and 

complicated in the process of MI, and involves two modeling choices: the form of model 

(linear, polynomial, logistic, etc.), and the set of variables contained in the model. The 

commonly used normal imputation model implies that each variable has a regression on 

the other variables that is additive and linear. Only simple (pairwise) associations among 

variables exist. Imputations will not reflect nonlinear relationships and interactions. 

Additionally, which variables are chosen to be included in the imputation model is a 

critical issue worthy of special concern. Some practical guidelines for this issue are given 

in Schafer (1997, p. 143-145) and Rubin (1996). The major points are summarized below 

for reference. 

Generally speaking, an imputation model does not aim to predict the missing 

values with the greatest accuracy and to describe the data in a scientifically meaningful 

way, but to properly reflect uncertainty and to preserve important relationships among 
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variables. Since an imputation model should be, at least approximately, compatible with 

the analyses to be performed on the imputed datasets, the model should be general 

enough to preserve the associations among variables that will be the focus of later 

investigation. In general, any association that may prove important in subsequent 

analyses should be present in the imputation model. To produce high-quality imputations 

for Ymis, the imputation model should include variables that are (a) potentially related to Y, 

and/or (b) potentially related to missingness of Y. 

If mildly important predictors are left out of the imputation model, the inferences 

are still confidence-valid. A heuristic reason for this robustness is that lack of model fit 

goes into residual variance, which in a Bayesian model inflates the between-imputation 

variance of draws (e.g., of regression coefficients), thereby leading to a large enough 

between-imputation variance to compensate for an omitted coefficient. 

4.3.2 Simpler methods for monotone missing patterns 

By Rubin’s definition (Little and Rubin, 2002, p. 6), the missingness is said to be 

monotone if the dataset can be arranged in such a way that there is a certain kind of 

hierarchy to the missingness, i.e., the values of all variables Yj+1, …, YK are missing for 

cases where Yj is missing, for all 1,...,1 −= Kj , as in figure 4.1. Such a pattern of missing, 

or a close approximation to it, is not uncommon in practice, especially in surveys. For 

example, in longitudinal surveys that collect information on a group of subjects over time, 

subjects often drop out as the survey progresses, which results in all observations being 

missing for these subjects after one stage.   

 
 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 4.1 A monotone pattern of missingness 

Y1   Y2    …   Yj    …   YK 

… … 
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Monotone missing patterns are of particular interest here because simpler methods 

of creating multiple imputations can be applied, in contrast with using data augmentation 

for arbitrary missing patterns. These simpler methods include the normal linear 

regression method, predictive mean matching method, and propensity score for 

continuous variables, and discriminant matching (Rubin, 1976) or logistic regression 

(Rubin, 1987, p. 169-170) for discrete variables. We review only methods for continuous 

variables here. All of the three methods discussed below can be implemented easily using 

the MI procedure in SAS. 

In practice, the pattern of missing data is rarely monotone, but is often close to 

monotone. For datasets with missing patterns deviating slightly from monotonicity, a 

practical and more efficient strategy (compared with applying DA directly) is to fill in a 

relatively small portion of the missing data using MCMC or some naïve method to make 

them monotone, and then proceed assuming that those imputed values were known. This 

permits application of simpler methods of creating multiple imputations. 

• Normal linear regression method 

Perhaps the most common method of predicting a univariate variable from a 

collection of predictors is the normal linear regression model. For monotone missing data, 

a normal linear regression model is fitted for each variable with missing values, with the 

previous variables as covariates. Based on the fitted regression coefficients, a new 

regression model is simulated from the posterior distribution of the parameters and is 

used to impute the missing values for each variable (Rubin, 1987, p. 166-167). For 

example, in Figure 4.1, missing values in Yj would be imputed based on a regression of Yj 

on Y1, Y2 , …, Yj-1. The process is repeated sequentially for variables with missing values.  

The procedure of the regression model is as follows.  

Step 1. For a variable Yj with missing values Yj,mis and observed values Yj,obs, we 

can fit a linear regression model using observed values only:  

11110, −−+++= jjobsj YYY βββ L .        (4.24) 
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The least-square parameter estimates of this regression model are: )'ˆ,,ˆ,ˆ(ˆ
110 −= jββββ L , 

and associated covariance matrix is jj V2σ̂ , where Vj is the usual 1)'( −XX  matrix derived 

from the intercept and variables 121 ,,, −jYYY L . This step completes the estimation task 

that aims to get posterior distributions of parameters. 

Step 2. For each imputation, new parameters ),,,( *
1

*
1

*
0

*
−= jββββ L  and 2*

jσ  are 

drawn from the posterior predictive distribution of the parameters: 

gjn jjj /)(ˆ 22* −= σσ ,          (4.25) 

where  
2~ jn j

g −χ             (4.26) 

and nj is the number of  non-missing values for Yj; 

ZVhjj
'** ˆ σββ +=           (4.27) 

where '
hjV  is the upper triangular matrix in the Cholesky decomposition, jhjhj VVV =' , and 

Z is a vector of j independent standard normal variates, i.e.,  

)',,,( 10 jzzzZ L= , .,,1,0.,..),1,0(~ jkdiiNzk L=  

Step 3. The (n-nj) missing values of Yj,mis are replaced by 

ijijjiji zyyy *
,1

*
11

*
1

*
0ˆ σβββ ++++= −−L , nni j ,,1L+=      (4.28) 

where )1,0(~ Nzi , i.i.d. 

The second and third steps complete the imputation task and are repeated m 

independent times if m repeated imputations for Yj,mis are desired. 

In some cases, it may be unreasonable to assume normality of errors for the 

regression of Yj on 121 ,,, −jYYY L . Then some transformations, such as logarithm, are 

needed to make the regression more nearly a linear one with constant residual variance. 

Such transformations obviously create no problem when generating multiple imputations 

of Yj,mis, except that inverse transformations need to be taken before imputing values. 
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• Predictive mean matching method 

The predictive mean matching method (Little, 1988; Rubin, 1987, p. 168) is 

similar to the regression method except that for each missing value, it imputes a value 

from observed values, which is the closest to the predicted value from the model. 

Following the description to the regression model above, only the third step needs to be 

changed accordingly.  

Since the predictive mean is only used to define a match, the method is perhaps 

less sensitive to model misspecification. The predictive mean matching method ensures 

that imputed values are plausible and may be more appropriate than the regression 

method if the normality assumption is violated (Horton and Lipsitz, 2001).  

• Propensity score method 

A propensity score (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1983) is generally defined as the 

conditional probability of assignment to a particular treatment given a vector of observed 

covariates. For a variable with missing values, a propensity score is generated for each 

observation to estimate the probability that the observation is missing. The observations 

are then grouped based on these propensity scores, and an approximate Bayesian 

bootstrap imputation (Rubin, 1987, p. 124) is applied to each group (Lavori, Dawson, and 

Shera, 1995).  

The propensity score method was originally designed for a randomized 

experiment with repeated measures on the response variables. Its goal was to impute the 

missing values on the response variables. The method uses only the covariate information 

that is associated with whether the imputed variable values are missing and does not use 

correlations among variables. It is effective for inferences about the distributions of 

individual imputed variables, such as a univariate analysis, but it is not appropriate for 

analyses involving relationship among variables, such as a regression analysis (Schafer, 

1999). It can also produce badly biased estimates of regression coefficients when data on 

predictor variables are missing (Allison, 2000).  
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4.3.3 Cross-Validation to evaluate the performance of the imputation model 

Cross-validation was originally proposed to evaluate the validity of statistical 

predictions, that is, to assess how well the model will apply to new data without actually 

getting new data. The original applications of cross-validation (e.g., Mosier, 1951) were 

to evaluate the predictive validity of multiple linear regressions, where the estimates of 

regression coefficients based on the original sample tend to give an optimistic impression 

of the predictive effectiveness of the regression equation when applied to new data. A 

recent review of cross-validation methods is given in Browne (2000). 

In cross-validation, the sample data are split into two subsamples, a calibration 

sample (i.e., the training sample) and a validation sample (i.e., the test sample). The 

calibration sample is used to fit the model and the validation model to estimate the 

expected discrepancy. The leave-one-out at a time cross-validation method (Stone, 1974; 

Geisser, 1975), which is also referred to as the jackknife method of cross-validation, is 

widely used in practice, especially when the number data is small. It involves partitioning 

a sample of size N into a calibration sample of size N-1 and a validation sample of size 1 

and repeating the process N times.  

We employ three kinds of indices to evaluate the performance of the jackknife 

cross-validation method: 

(1) Root mean squared error (RMSE) 

The cross-validation index based on the validation sample of size one consisting 

of the i th observation ),( ii yX is:    

  2
)()(,0

22 )()ˆ( iiiiiii XBbyyyd −− −−=−=       (4.29) 

where iŷ  is estimated based on the calibration sample consisting of all observation 

except the i th, and b0,(-i) and B(-i) are corresponding regression coefficients estimated. 

These 2
id  are averaged to provide the mean squared error (MSE) of prediction: 
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It is usually better to report the root mean squared error (RMSE) rather than MSE, 

because the RMSE is measured in the same units as the data, rather than in squared units, 

and is representative of the size of a “typical” error. 

(2) Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) 

The MAPE is a relative measure of predictive accuracy and is relatively easy to 

use to communicate a model’s effectiveness.  

∑
=

−− −−=
N

i
iiiii yXBby

N
MAPE

1
)()(,0 %100*|}/)(|1{      (4.31) 

 (3) Correlation index 

The correlation index is also a relative measure of predictive accuracy and is 

defined as the correlation coefficient between the criterion T
NyyY ),...( 1=  and its 

prediction T
NyyY )ˆ,...ˆ(ˆ

1= : 

  )ˆ,( YYCorrr =           (4.32) 
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Chapter 5    

Data Description 

 

This chapter first describes the formation of the sample of active individual U.S. 

life insurers for which we estimate market values in this study. We intend to include as 

many insurers as possible in order to make our results as valuable as possible for future 

studies. Nevertheless, it is necessary to eliminate some. We provide detailed description 

of the deletions. Next, summary statistics are presented for publicly traded insurance 

holding companies that own individual U.S. life subsidiaries. A portion of the market 

value of each of these holding companies is assigned to its respective U.S. life 

subsidiaries by the matching-allocation method. 

 

5.1 Individual life insurers in the NAIC databases 

The purpose of this study is to obtain market values for all active individual U.S. 

life insurers that are contained in the NAIC regulatory annual statement databases over 

the time period 1998-2001. Because all life insurers of any significant size are required to 

report to the NAIC, our sample initially consists of virtually the entire life insurance 

industry. This period also covers a period of fairly consistent standards of disclosing 

segment information and consistent regulation for life insurers, since SFAS 131 was 

issued in 1997 and the life Risk-Based Capital (RBC) law was promulgated in 1993.  

Our initial cull deletes a few firms having Canada or Bermuda as domicile 

country, one P&C insurer mistakenly included in the 2000 NAIC life data, and some 

inactive insurers. These firms are deleted for the same reason: they are outside the scope 

of the study.  
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The NAIC database includes a “status” indicator, with codes37 as follows:  

1. Active company – No regulation in process 

3. Inactive - Merged or combined into another company 

4. Rehabilitation, permanent or temporary receivership 

5. Inactive – Voluntarily out of business 

6. Inactive – Being liquidated 

The target insurers in this study are active individual life insurance companies with no 

regulation in process. Therefore, we delete companies with status codes 4, 5, or 6. We 

retain merging companies with status code 3 because there is usually a time lag between 

the NAIC code 3 designation and the official merging date.38 During the time gap, it is 

reasonable to suppose that the merging company retains market value.  

The types of life insurers in the NAIC database include Mutual, Stock, HMDI 

(Hospital, Medical & Dental services or Indemnity) and Risk Retention Group. If the 

NAIC data on company types are incomplete, we refer to other sources, such as the 

NAIC data for other years and A.M. Best’s insurance reports. This study excludes 

insurers of types other than mutual or stock,39 i.e., eliminating life insurers with types of 

HMDI and Risk Retention Group. Mutual life insurers are retained in the sample to 

consider the recent wave of demutualization in the insurance industry. The above 

eliminations are quite modest in number and result in an initial sample described in table 

5.1. 

 

                                                 
37 No code 2 is found in the NAIC database over 1998-2001. 
38 For instance, we know from the 2001 annual report of Manulife Financial Corporation that effective 
Jan.1, 2002, Manufacturers Life Insurance Company of North American has been dissolved or has been 
merged into and/or had its business transferred to the Manufactures Life Insurance Life Insurance 
Company (USA).  This means that the consolidated financial statements of Manulife Financial in fiscal 
year 2001 include the business of Manufacturers Life Insurance Company of North American, whose 
status, however, was already coded as ‘3’ (Inactive – Merged or combined into another company) in the 
2001 NAIC database.  
39 Based on ACLI Life Insurers Fact Book (2002), stock and mutual life insurers, together, provide 94 
percent of the total insurance and annuities underwritten by U.S. organizations in 2001. 
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Table 5.1 Formation of the initial sample of individual U.S. life insurers (1998-2001) 

 Year 

 1998 1999 2000 2001

# of total life insurers in NAIC 1,432 1,321 1,264 1,224 

         # of non-U.S. or non-life insurers excluded:     

        Canadian insurers 9 9 9 9 

        Bermuda insurers - - - 1 

        P/C insurers - - 1 - 

# of inactive insurers excluded 6 7 3 9 

# of non-stock/mutual insurers excluded 9 9 10 9 

# of life insurers left in the initial sample 1,408 1,296 1,241 1,196 
 
 

Next, we look at key accounting variables in the NAIC annual statements for the 

remaining individual U.S. life insurers.  For convenience, the definitions of all related 

statutory accounting variables are given in table 5.2. The data of all these variables can be 

obtained directly from the NAIC annual statement database. 

 
Table 5.2 Definition of statutory accounting variables 

Variable name Definition 

Assets Total admitted assets 

Surplus Policyholders’ surplus 

Capital and Surplus Common capital stock + Surplus 

Total writings Direct premiums written (DPW) + Reinsurance 
premiums assumed 

Net premiums written (NPW) Direct premiums written (DPW) + Reinsurance 
premiums assumed – Reinsurance premiums ceded 

Premium income Net premiums written and annuity considerations 
(Deposit-type funds are included in premium income 
prior to 2001, but are excluded beginning in 2001) 

Revenue Premium income + Net investment income 
(excluding realized capital gains or losses) 
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Obviously, firms with unusual characteristics, such as zero or negative surplus or 

revenue, do not require any effort and therefore are deleted in advance. Subsequently, we 

omit insurers that are in run-off mode and write no new business. To this end, we cross-

relate total writings and premium income40 so as to distinguish such insurers. Since we 

intend to include as many insurers as possible in this study so as to make our results more 

valuable for future studies, we are very conservative in the process of elimination. We 

read A.M. Best’s insurance reports thoroughly to make sure that we do not over-eliminate 

valuable insurers. In summary, insurers that fall into any of the following classes could be 

in run-off mode and are carefully investigated one by one before discarding them.  

(1) Insurers with zero total writings and zero premium income 

That means that no new policies have been written by these insurers or assumed 

from other carriers. Nor are any deposit-type funds reported. We eliminate these insurers 

directly since we think these insurers do not have any market value. 

(2) Insurers with zero total writings and non-zero premium income.  

Although these insurers have zero total writings, they may have positive premium 

income generated from accumulating deposit-type funds, or have negative premium 

income generated from reinsurance premiums ceded to other carriers. We keep these 

insurers in our sample since they are actually doing business actively. 

(3) Insurers with negative total writings and zero or negative premium income 

The negative total writings and zero or negative premium income for these 

insurers are mostly caused by the cessation of new insurance business, i.e. these insurers 

are in run-off mode and should be excluded from our study. Exceptions are made for 

three insurers that experienced temporary underwriting losses. 

(4) Insurers with small amounts of total writings and premium income 

Some insurers are in run-off mode but may have a small nominal amount of 

ordinary life insurance in force that it continues to service. An example is Central 

                                                 
40 Total writings are used frequently in previous research. However, we consider premium income in 
addition to total writings since the inconsistency of the data used to calculate total writings in the NAIC 
database.  
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Investors Life Insurance Company of Illinois. This company is actually in run-off mode 

even though it has a profitable operation due to the continued reduced general expenses, 

as stated in the Best’s insurance report:  

 
Upon the termination of an automatic coinsurance treaty in 1987, the sale of new 
business was discontinued. No marketing activities have been conducted since that time. 
However, the company does administer an in-force block of life insurance. Its statutory 
operating results have been modest and reflect the company’s business in run-off mode. 
In 2001, profitable operation continued due to the continued reduced general expenses. 
(Best’s Insurance Reports: Life-Health, 2002, p. 783) 
 

We check the Best’s Insurance Reports (Life-Health edition, 1999-2002) for such 

insurers and double-check with Best’s rating so as to make sure we do not omit active 

insurers with a Best’s letter rating. 

Table 5.3 shows the process of elimination discussed above. As can be seen from 

the table, a total of 103 (=33+70) firm-year observations have negative or zero surplus or 

revenue and are eliminated directly. 336 firm-year observations represent insurers in run-

off mode and are eliminated subsequently. Finally, we eliminate some small insurers with 

extremely low total writings as well as revenue. We do not set up a fixed cut-off point to 

distinguish small and non-small insurers. Instead, we investigate individual insurers with 

total writings around $100,000 and revenue around $200,000 over the entire sample 

period and check the information in Best’s insurance reports to make an elimination 

decision case by case. Exceptions are made for insurers with a Best’s letter rating. Such 

deletion makes sense in this study, because the operations of small companies may differ 

substantially from the operations of large companies having reasonable financial stability. 

That is, investors may assign value to certain small insurers that are poised on the cusp of 

insolvency much differently than they assign value to large firms, so it may be advisable 

to separate very small insurers from the rest. After eliminating these companies, the 

remaining numbers of life insurers are listed in the last line of table 5.3. The total number 

of life insurers across years declines from 1,240 in 1998 to 1,070 in 2001, primarily due 

to increasing merger and acquisition in the insurance industry in recent years. 
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Table 5.3 Formation of the final sample of individual U.S. life insurers (1998-2001) 

 Year 
 1998 1999 2000 2001 

Total 
firm-years 

# of life insurers in the initial sample 1,408 1,296 1,241 1,196 5,141 

    # of insurers excluded       

               with surplus <=0 10 12 6 5 33 

               with revenue <0 23 19 15 13 70 

               in run-off mode 90 79 85 82 336 

          with extremely low writings 45 31 30 26 132 

# of life insurers left in the final sample 1,240 1,155 1,105 1,070 4,570 
 
 

The final sample of this study contains a total of 4,570 firm-year observations on 

1,334 individual U.S. life insurers over the four-year period. As can be seen from part I of 

table 5.4, 937 out of a total of 1,334 insurers have full four-year data, 163 have three-year 

data, 99 have two-year data, and 135 have only one-year data. The majority of insurers 

with one year data are in 1998. The insurers with only 1998 data consist of those insurers 

that either have become inactive since 1999 or have extremely low premium income and 

revenue since 1999. The insurers with only 2001 data consist of those insurers that either 

start to do business in 2001 or start to make significant revenue and premiums. The 

majority of insurers (92%) in our sample are stock insurers, while about 8% are mutual 

insurers (See part II of table 5.4).  
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Table 5.4 Summary of the final sample of individual U.S. life insurers (1998-2001) 

Part I. Number of firms with k-year data (k = 1, 2, 3, or 4) 

Year # of years 
(k) 1998 1999 2000 2001

Total # of firms 
with k-year data*  

1 101 6 6 22 135 

2 69 66 33 30 99 

3 133 146 129 81 163 

4 937 937 937 937 937 

Total 1,240 1,155 1,105 1,070 1,334 
 
* # of firms with k-year data (k = 1, 2, 3, or 4) equals to the sum of number at each year divided by k. 

 
Part II. Types of life insurers 

 Year 

 1998 1999 2000 2001 
Total 

firm-years 
Percentage 

# of mutual insurers 98 94 88 85 365 8% 

# of stock insurers 1,142 1,061 1,017 985 4,205 92% 

Total # of life insurers 1,240 1,155 1,105 1,070 4,570 100% 

 

 

Table 5.5 provides descriptive statistics for several selected statutory accounting 

variables employed in this study for each year from 1998 to 2001. The mean values of all 

variables are much greater than medians, even much larger than the 3rd quartile (Q3), 

which indicates that the distributions of these variables are heavily skewed to the right. 

Therefore the logarithm transformation is perhaps appropriate to make them more nearly 

follow normal distribution. In addition, the distributions of these accounting variables in 

1998 are close to the corresponding distributions in 1999. The distributions in 2000 and 

2001 are also very close. But the overall measurements like mean and median in 2000 

and 2001 are higher than in 1998 and 1999.  
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Table 5.5 Summary statistics of the final sample (in $millions) 

Variable Year Mean St. dev. Min Q1 Median Q3 Max

Assets 1998  2,290.92 10,990.93 0.06 9.81 58.85 637.99 195,862.66 
 1999 2,682.31 12,098.00 0.13 12.31 71.56 722.16 191,536.48 
 2000 2,891.48 12,528.33 0.31 14.33 79.20 833.17 196,051.18 
 2001 3,061.95 12,844.58 0.24 14.59 86.76 922.49 184,673.07 
Capital & 1998  160.30 575.01 0.06 4.09 15.26 74.83 8,536.31 
Surplus 1999 182.27 643.35 0.12 5.18 16.93 87.75 9,248.59 
 2000 200.61 695.29 0.01 5.68 19.71 103.09 8,679.52 
 2001 212.49 706.39 0.10 5.98 21.85 107.23 8,651.08 
Premium  1998  368.29 1,441.63 -0.41 1.75 16.02 111.10 22,722.37 
Income 1999 421.00 1,579.95 -36.74 1.92 17.63 133.19 24,642.28 
 2000 486.77 1,749.85 -5.01 2.07 22.66 165.84 23,535.70 
 2001 438.26 1,517.98 -1.29 2.07 23.63 166.73 19,981.93 
Investment 1998  105.76 515.87 -7.26 0.45 3.06 32.76 8,959.13 
income 1999 115.27 539.60 -4.24 0.57 3.51 37.27 8,594.67 
 2000 125.17 576.65 -187.21 0.69 4.08 41.31 8,774.49 
 2001 130.93 587.10 -0.06 0.65 4.33 44.35 9,039.46 
Revenue 1998  474.05 1,892.59 0.03 3.10 22.06 164.19 31,681.50 
 1999 536.27 2,045.29 0.07 3.50 25.73 177.68 33,236.95 
 2000 611.94 2,236.03 0.08 3.92 30.35 213.25 32,310.19 
 2001 569.19 2,019.68 0.05 4.00 32.47 227.02 29,021.38 

 

Figure 5.1 shows histograms with superimposed normal curves and normal 

probability plots on 1998 data for several statutory accounting variables in logarithm 

scale, including assets, capital and surplus, and revenue. Data on other years (1999-2001) 

present similar patterns and thus graphs are not shown. Although the logarithm 

transformation makes these variables more nearly follow normal distribution, the 

goodness-of-fit tests (results not shown) for normal distribution cannot accept the null 

hypothesis that the variable follows normal distribution at 5 percent significance level. As 

we discussed in section 4.3.1, several simulation studies reveal that inferences by 

multiple imputation are robust to departure from multivariate normality if the marginal 

distribution is not too far from being unimodal and symmetric, as in this case.  
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Figure 5.1 Histograms and normal percentiles on 1998 data (n=1240) 
(a) and (b) – logarithm of assets 
(c) and (d) – logarithm of capital and surplus 
(e) and (f) – logarithm of revenue 
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5.2 Publicly traded insurance holding companies 

In order to implement the matching-allocation method, we need to look at 

publicly traded insurance holding companies (with SIC codes 6311, 6321, or 6331) that 

are contained in the Compustat/CRSP database. As seen in table 5.6, out of a total of 568 

insurance holding companies,41 226 own life subsidiaries whose market values can be 

determined using the matching-allocation method. This indicates that we have 

investigated the majority (195 out of 217, i.e. 90%) of the life/accident/health insurance 

industry,42 and a small portion (31 out of 351, i.e. 9%) of the P&C insurance industry. 

 
Table 5.6 Sample size of publicly traded insurance holding companies (1998-2001) 
SIC codes: 6311 (Life Insurance), 6321 (Accident and Health Insurance), 6331 (Fire, Marine and Casualty 
Insurance) 

Panel A. Publicly traded insurance holding companies 

SIC code 1998 1999 2000 2001 Total firm-years 

6311 44 39 42 41 166 

6321 13 13 13 12 51 

6331 100 89 82 80 351 

Total 157 141 137 133 568 

Panel B. Publicly traded insurance holding companies that are considered in this study 

SIC code 1998 1999 2000 2001 Total firm-years 

6311 40 37 38 36 151 

6321 11 11 11 11 44 

6331 7 9 8 7 31 

Total 58 57 57 54 226 
 

                                                 
41 For convenience of narration, here insurance holding companies include individual insurance companies.  
Accordingly, 226 insurance holding companies considered in this study include 8 firm-year observations 
for two publicly traded individual insurance companies with known market values. The two stand-alone 
companies are Erie Family Life Insurance Company and Southern Security Life Insurance Company. 
42 The excluded 22 firm-year observations are mainly foreign issuers that do not own U.S. life subsidiaries. 
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Table 5.7 presents summary statistics for all publicly traded insurance holding 

companies that are considered this study and have positive book values (total common 

equity). The variables summarized include accounting variables such as assets, book 

value, liabilities and revenue, market value and some ratios, including book-to-market 

equity ratio, revenue-to-market ratio, book leverage ratio (book value of equity-to-assets) 

and market leverage ratio (market value of equity-to-assets). The median book-to-market 

ratio is 0.73, but the average book-to-market ratio (0.98) is very close to 1. On average, 

the book leverage ratio is smaller than the market leverage ratio. 

 
Table 5.7 Summary statistics for publicly traded insurance companies that are considered in this 

study (in $ millions except for ratios) 
The insurance holding companies summarized in this table are a sample from Compustat database over 
1998-2001. All these companies own at least one life subsidiary and are thus used in the matching-
allocation method (Total firm-year observations = 224, excluding 2 companies that own life subsidiaries 
but have negative Book Value43). Here, market value is calculated by multiplying the end-year close price 
(Compustat data item 24) with common shares outstanding (data item 25); book value is total common 
equity (data item 60); Assets are total assets (data item 6); Revenue is net sales (data item 12). 

Variable Mean St. Dev Min Q1 Median Q3 Max 

Assets $ 52,244.34 109,806.30 77.13 1,218.26 7,162.05 39,664.49 627,626.42 
Revenue $ 7,384.33 15,367.32 10.60 256.93 1,240.05 6,966.25 94,250.83 
Book Value $ 3,790.81 7,193.23 2.82 172.53 856.56 4,258.16 52,150.00 
Market Value $ 9,980.02 27,185.18 3.90 161.63 1,168.55 7,295.44 229,918.03 
BV/MV 0.98 0.97 0.13 0.49 0.73 1.24 8.78 
Revenue/MV 1.76 4.04 0.08 0.68 0.95 1.43 39.84 
BV/Assets 0.14 0.09 0.02 0.07 0.13 0.17 0.45 
MV/Assets 0.20 0.16 0.00 0.09 0.15 0.27 1.13 

 

 
 Table 5.8 presents Pearson correlation coefficients for publicly traded insurance 

holding companies that are considered in this study and have positive book values. 

Variables in panel A are in original million-dollar scale and variables in panel B are 

logarithm transformation of variables in panel A. We can see that there exist very high 

pairwise correlations among market value, book value, assets and revenue, and the 

                                                 
43 Two companies having negative common equity are: Ascent Assurance Inc (1998) and Southwestern 
Life Holding Inc (1999). 
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correlations are very close to 1 after we take logarithm transformation for these variables. 

The higher correlations between market value and other accounting variables also suggest 

that it seems reasonable to use those accounting variables to explain and predict market 

values. 

 
Table 5.8 Correlation coefficients for publicly traded insurance holding companies in this study 
(Sample size = 224) 

Panel A. Original million-dollar scale 

 Market Value Book Value Revenue Assets 
Market Value 1.000    

Book Value 0.892 1.000   

Revenue 0.699 0.814 1.000  

Assets 0.713 0.839 0.928 1.000 

Panel B. Logarithm scale 

 Log(MV) Log(BV) Log(Revenue) Log(Assets)
Log(MV) 1.000    

Log(BV) 0.971 1.000   

Log(Revenue) 0.947 0.955 1.000  

Log(Assets) 0.942 0.963 0.962 1.000 
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Chapter 6 

Results 

 

 This chapter presents major results of employing the matching-allocation method 

and multiple imputation to estimate the market values of individual U.S. life insurers in 

our sample. A comparative study on choosing the number of imputations is conducted 

and the performance of multiple imputation is also evaluated using cross-validation. 

Finally, we illustrate the application of the resultant market value database in a regression 

model.  

 

6.1 Resultant database of market values 

6.1.1 Results of employing the matching-allocation method 

In the matching-allocation method, we first match publicly traded insurance 

holding companies with their U.S. life subsidiaries and then allocate the market value of 

the conglomerate firm, including both the parent holding company and its subsidiaries, 

among its life subsidiaries by two sub-steps.  

Table 6.1 gives an indication of the magnitude of the research problem of this 

work. We can see that only 2 individual life insurers44 are publicly traded and do not own 

any subsidiaries during the study period, and thus have known market values. Several 

other individual life insurers45 are publicly traded but own life or non-life subsidiaries. 

Thus it is actually the conglomerate firms that are publicly traded, not the individual 

                                                 
44 The two publicly traded individual life insurers are Erie Family Life Insurance Company and Southern 
Security Life Insurance Company.  
45 These insurers include American National Insurance Company, Cotton State Life Insurance Company, 
Great-west Life & Annuity Insurance Company, Kansas City Life Insurance Company, and National 
Western Life Insurance Company.  
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insurers. We need to use the matching-allocation method to estimate the market values of 

individual insurers. Cotton State Life Insurance Company (Cotton State) is illustrative. 

Cotton State is a publicly traded life insurer that wholly owns two brokerage firms. We 

think of the market value of Cotton State obtained from the Compustat/CRSP database as 

the market value of the conglomerate firm and apply the matching-allocation method to 

assign a portion of that value to the individual life subsidiaries of Cotton State that are 

contained in the NAIC database. See example 1 in section 3.3 for more details. 

 

Table 6.1 Size of insurer groups with market values estimated by different methodologies 

  Year 

  1998 1999 2000 2001 
Total 

firm-years

Class 1 insurers that have known MVs 2 2 2 2 8 
Group A Majority of Class 2 insurers, with MVs 

constructed by the matching-allocation method 247 255 256 264 1,022 

Group B Minority of Class 2 and all Class 3 insurers, 
with MVs estimated by multiple imputation 991 898 847 804 3,540 

 Total # of individual life insurers in the sample 1,240 1,155 1,105 1,070 4,570 

 

Since the number of Class 1 insurers is quite small, we group Class 1 insurers and 

most of Class 2 insurers together into “Group A” for the purposes of Table 6.1 and 

subsequent analyses in this chapter. Specifically, Group A insurers include Class 1 

insurers that are publicly traded on their own and have no subsidiaries (8 firm-year 

observations) and most of Class 2 insurers that have their market values constructed by 

the matching-allocation method (1,022 firm-year observations). In total, less than one-

fourth of the total firm-year observations in our sample (1,030 out of 4,570) fall into 

Group A. The market values of remaining 3,540 firm-year observations (“Group B”) are 

treated as missing and can be estimated by multiple imputation based on the other 1,030 

(=8+1,022) Group A observations with market values either known or constructed by the 

matching-allocation method. Essentially, Group B includes all Class 3 life insurers that 

are neither publicly traded nor owned by publicly traded companies. And Group B also 

includes a few Class 2 insurers that are owned by publicly traded companies and are 
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therefore in Class 2, but their market values cannot be constructed by the matching-

allocation method due to incomplete segment information and other reasons. The use of 

groups here intends to make it more convenient to present results and conduct 

comparisons between the two groups. 

In the matching step, we match publicly traded insurance holding companies with 

their U.S. life subsidiaries. The matching step actually generates a list of the life 

subsidiaries for each publicly traded insurance holding company and connects the 

conglomerate firm with their subsidiaries through ownership. 

In the first sub-step of the allocation step, we allocate a portion of the market 

value of each publicly traded parent company to the aggregate life segments of the 

holding companies in proportion to GAAP revenues. That is, we calculate the ratio of 

aggregate life segment revenues to total revenues of all segments.  Then we multiply the 

known market value of the parent holding company by that ratio so as to get the market 

value of the life segment. Table 6.2 presents the summary statistics of the calculated 

percentage of the U.S. life insurance segment out of all lines of business for all publicly 

traded insurance holding companies.  

 

Table 6.2 Summary statistics of percentage of the U.S. life segment for publicly traded insurance 
holding companies (%) 

SIC code N Mean St. Dev Min Q1 Median Q3 Max 

6311 151 81 25 15 71 92 100 100 

6321 44 84 24 16 81 95 99 100 

6331 31 27 10 15 19 24 33 47 

Pooled 226 74 30 15 47 88 99 100 
 

As seen in table 6.2, more than three-forth of all publicly traded life and health 

insurance companies (SIC: 6311 and 6321) have U.S. life segment percentages over 70%. 

Those companies with percentage less than 50% are foreign issuers or U.S. issuers with 

significant revenues from foreign countries, such as AEGON NV, American International 

Group, etc. For P&C insurers (SIC: 6331), we limit our investigation to companies with 
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U.S. life segment percentages over 15% and avoid applying the matching-allocation 

method to those P&C insurers in which life insurance is only a very small portion of their 

business. The maximal percentage of U.S. life segment for P&C insurers in this study is 

only 47% since their major business is P&C insurance rather than life insurance. 

After getting the market value of the life segment, we then apportion this value 

among the life subsidiaries in proportion to revenues again, but this time based on 

statutory data in the NAIC databases. The market values of all 1022 U.S. life subsidiaries 

owned by publicly traded insurance holding companies can be estimated in this way. 

6.1.2 Results of employing multiple imputation 

While estimating the market values of Group B insurers by means of multiple 

impution, we make use of the normal linear regression model as the imputation model 

since we have several accounting variables including assets, capital and surplus, and 

revenue (all are statutory data) that can be regarded as explanatory variables for market 

values46 and have no missing values. The logarithm transformation is employed to satisfy 

better the assumption of multivariate normality. Our data are panel data. We leave for 

future work the building of an imputation model that generates simultaneous multi-year 

imputations based on a panel data analysis model that satisfactorily deals with the high 

autocorrelation of the major variables. Instead, we implement multiple imputation as a 

sequence of separate year by year imputations. 

In each year, we replicate the imputation 30 times, for reasons that will be 

discussed in the next section. That is, for each insurer in Group B with market value 

missing, we get 30 plausible market values in order to assess the uncertainty of imputed 

values. The market values of insurers in Group A can then be joined with each of these 

30 sets of imputed market values to yield 30 replicates of the entire dataset.  These 

complete datasets contain either known or estimated market values for all individual life 

insurers in our sample and can be used in future empirical studies on life insurers. The 30 

                                                 
46 We tried a lot of accounting variables in addition to assets, capital and surplus, and revenue, but found 
that other variables did not add a significant additional explanatory power to the regression model we have 
that includes only the three variables. 
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market values for one specific insurer can also be averaged into one value to get a better 

estimate than single imputation.  

Since the number of publicly traded life insurers is very small in this study (only 2 

for each year), we can not conduct validation work for our methodologies based on actual 

market values. Instead, we assume that the constructed market values of Group A 

insurers by the matching-allocation method are reasonable. Based on this assumption, we 

conduct several comparative studies to check the validity of using multiple imputation to 

estimate the market values of Group B insurers. 

Table 6.3 shows a comparison of estimated market values and statutory 

accounting variables between Group A and Group B, where the market values of insurers 

in Group B are computed as the average of 30 imputations. Summary statistics (see part I 

of table 6.3) for the two groups indicate that life insurers in Group B have much lower 

assets, capital and surplus (i.e. book value), and revenue than insurers in Group A. 

Accordingly, the imputed market values of Group B are much lower than Group A. In 

other words, the distribution of Group B imputed market values closely tracks the 

distribution of Group B known values for assets, capital and surplus and revenue vis-à-vis 

the corresponding distributions for Group A. This trend is further shown in the 

comparative histograms between Group A and Group B for statutory accounting 

variables and estimated market values on 1998 data (see figure 6.1). Furthermore, part II 

of table 6.3 presents the ratio of Group B statistics to the corresponding statistics for 

Group A. The statistics for Group B are about the same fraction of the corresponding 

statistics for Group A for market values as for assets, book value, and revenue. This 

agreement provides additional support that the imputation process yields reasonable 

values. 
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Table 6.3 Comparative statistics between Group A and Group B 
Market values of insurers in Group B are estimated as the mean of 30 imputations.  

Part I. Summary statistics (in $millions) 

Variable Year Group N Mean Std Q1 Median Q3 

A 249 4,067.07 10,737.68 81.31 552.27 2,991.23 Assets 1998 
B 991 1,844.64 11,014.00 7.29 34.08 315.09 
A 257 4,575.27 12,294.74 91.08 596.66 3,318.09  1999 
B 898 2,140.56 11,993.12 9.32 37.47 346.64 
A 258 5,695.72 16,269.82 111.07 742.95 3,935.33  2000 
B 847 2,037.30 11,012.90 9.64 40.40 375.54 
A 266 6,075.17 16,734.34 121.08 771.67 4,571.53  2001 
B 804 2,065.04 11,100.28 10.06 42.85 374.17 
A 249 289.14 570.99 15.48 71.79 258.55 Capital & Surplus 

(i.e. Book Value) 1998 
B 991 127.92 571.75 3.30 11.00 49.74 
A 257 321.18 642.66 18.24 77.17 298.03  1999 
B 898 142.51 638.36 3.94 12.26 52.45 
A 258 374.69 847.25 20.58 85.59 317.50  2000 
B 847 147.59 633.04 4.32 13.39 59.12 
A 266 387.67 811.49 23.11 85.38 338.70  2001 
B 804 154.54 658.36 4.69 13.44 60.02 
A 249 884.39 2,097.75 23.27 121.22 650.19 Revenue 1998 
B 991 370.95 1,824.13 2.13 13.66 103.44 
A 257 913.23 2,153.90 23.75 137.43 638.81  1999 
B 898 428.39 2,001.34 2.57 15.10 107.34 
A 258 1,249.81 3,233.23 27.18 146.66 787.44  2000 
B 847 417.64 1,785.23 2.62 16.17 117.81 
A 266 1,113.47 2,764.13 24.10 148.67 867.83  2001 
B 804 389.11 1,666.82 2.64 18.56 112.15 
A 249 836.48 1,804.00 12.71 124.68 710.52 Market value 1998 
B 991 389.69 2,289.65 1.20 9.01 71.54 
A 257 750.74 1,999.36 14.36 88.42 566.23  1999 
B 898 295.04 1,385.54 1.84 11.32 75.31 
A 258 1,029.13 2,766.85 14.96 109.23 548.34  2000 
B 847 317.97 1,518.17 1.49 8.90 74.73 
A 266 919.74 2,266.09 11.26 97.13 661.79  2001 
B 804 293.06 1,381.93 1.49 11.17 70.02 

 
(Continued on next page)
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Table 6.3 Comparative statistics between Group A and Group B (continued) 

Part II. Ratio of Group B statistics to Group A statistics 

Variable Year Mean_ratio Q1_ratio Median_ratio Q3_ratio 
Assets 1998 0.45 1.03 0.09 0.06 
 1999 0.47 0.98 0.10 0.06 
 2000 0.36 0.68 0.09 0.05 
 2001 0.34 0.66 0.08 0.06 
Capital & Surplus 1998 0.44 1.00 0.21 0.15 
(i.e., Book Value) 1999 0.44 0.99 0.22 0.16 
 2000 0.39 0.75 0.21 0.16 
 2001 0.40 0.81 0.20 0.16 
Revenue 1998 0.42 0.87 0.09 0.11 
 1999 0.47 0.93 0.11 0.11 
 2000 0.33 0.55 0.10 0.11 
 2001 0.35 0.60 0.11 0.12 
Market Value 1998 0.47 1.27 0.09 0.07 
 1999 0.39 0.69 0.13 0.13 
 2000 0.31 0.55 0.10 0.08 
 2001 0.32 0.61 0.13 0.12 
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Figure 6.1 Comparative histograms for two groups (year=1998) 
(a) logarithm of assets; (b) logarithm of capital and surplus; 

(c) logarithm of revenue; (d) logarithm of market value 
 

  

 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
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6.2 Performance of multiple imputation 

6.2.1 Choosing the number of imputations 

We compare the results of multiple imputation when we vary the number of 

imputations and the seed of the random number generator. We vary the number of 

imputations from 5 to 60, at intervals of 5, and we use five distinct random number 

generator seeds. Since our main purpose of applying multiple imputation is to impute 

appropriate market values for life insurers with market values missing, the parameter of 

particular interest is the mean of the logarithm of market value.  

Figure 6.2 presents the results of this comparative study for the 1998 data, 

including estimates of the parameter and associated variance estimates, including 

standard error, between variance and within variance, relative increase in variance, and 

estimates of the fraction of missing information. As revealed from figure 6.2, all these 

measures become relatively more stable (i.e., not much improvement appears while 

increasing number of imputations) after m=30, regardless of the random number 

generator seeds. When m=30, the maximal difference between the estimates of the mean 

of logarithm of market value with different seeds is 0.032, which implies a relatively 

small difference, approximate 3.2%, between means of market value.  

In addition, the fraction of missing information in this study is relatively high, and 

thus a large number of imputations, such as 20 or above, is more appropriate in order to 

reach a relatively high efficiency. Referring back to the large-sample relative efficiency 

of multiple imputation in table 4.1, we see that the relative efficiency of multiple 

imputation with 60% missing information using 10 imputations is 0.9713, using 20 

imputations is 0.9853, using 30 imputations is 0.9901, using 40 imputations is 0.9926. 

The slow increase in relative efficiency with the increase in the number of imputations 

suggests that increasing the number of imputations above 30 does not raise the efficiency 

significantly. Therefore, we choose to replicate the imputation for 30 times and impute 30 

market values for each life insurer with market value missing in this study. 
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Figure 6.2 Results of Multiple Imputations with alternative m’s:  
(a)-(b) parameter estimates: mean and standard error of log(Market Value);  

(c)-(d) variance information: Between Variance and Within Variance; 
 (e) Relative Increase in Variance; (f) Estimate of fraction of missing information 
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6.2.2 Cross-validation 

In this section, we employ the jackknife cross-validation method on the Group A 

insurers only to assess the validity of the normal linear regression as the imputation 

model for each year from 1998 to 2001. This analysis supplements the validation 

comparisons of Group A with Group B insurers in 6.1.2. Consider year 1998 as an 

example. The sample here includes 249 life insurers in Group A, whose market values are 

either known or constructed by the matching-allocation method. Since the sample size is 

not large here, we adopt the jackknife cross-validation (Stone, 1974) method. That is, we 

divide the sample into two sub-samples: a calibration sample of size 248 and a validation 

sample of size 1. The market value of the single insurer in the validation sample is 

estimated by the average of 30 imputations. This process is repeated 249 times. Each time 

one of those 249 insurers is used as the validation sample and the remaining 248 insurers 

as the calibration sample.  

 

Table 6.4 Jackknife cross-validation results 

 Year 

Cross-validation index 1998 
(n=249) 

1999 
(n=257) 

2000 
(n=258) 

2001 
(n=266) 

Root mean squared error (RMSE) 1.114 0.950 0.752 0.948 

Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) 5.07% 3.97% 3.26% 4.07% 

Correlation Index 0.923 0.942 0.965 0.947 

 

As discussed in section 4.3.3, the performance of the jackknife cross-validation 

can be evaluated using three indices: root mean squared error (RMSE), mean absolute 

percentage error (MAPE), and correlation index. Table 6.4 shows the values of the three 

indices for each year respectively. The imputed market values used to calculate these 

indices are in logarithm scale to match the imputation model we used in this study. We 

find that year 2000 has a relatively better performance than other years because of lower 
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RMSE, lower MAPE, and higher correlation; year 1998 has a relatively worse 

performance compared with other years, but not too bad though given 5% MAPE. In all, 

the RMSE and MAPE for all years are small, and the correlation index is high, which 

indicate excellent performance of the imputation model. In other words, the low RMSE, 

low MAPE and high correlation index suggest that the imputation model is very effective 

in constructing market values for individual life insurers and provide additional support 

of the use of the multiple imputation. This conclusion is based on the assumption that the 

constructed market values by the matching-allocation method are reasonable. We admit 

that this assumption is a limitation of this study, but the scarcity of publicly traded 

individual life insurers (Class 1 insurers) does not allow us to conduct cross-validation 

using merely known market values of Class 1 insurers. 

 

6.3 Illustrative application of resultant database 

The major tangible product of this study is a collection of 30 market value-based 

datasets, each of which contains a complete set of market values of all individual U.S. life 

insurers in our sample. Again, the greatest advantage of multiple completed datasets lies 

in that we could analyze each of these complete datasets for whatever issues is at hand 

and then combine the results to generate overall inferences that effectively take into 

account the uncertainty due to missing data.  

As an illustrative use of our results in an application, we present a regression 

analysis for the life insurance industry in which the response variable is the log of market 

value and the predictor variables are the log of capital and surplus and the log of revenue. 

In this analysis, the insurers that we have called Group A firms are treated as having 

known market values. (In actuality, their market values were estimated by our matching-

allocation method.)  The Group B insurers are treated as having missing market values. 

But all firms have complete data for capital and surplus and for revenue.  

Four regression models are run. Model 1 is run on insurers in Group A only. 

Model 2 is run on all insurers in both Groups. To supply values for the missing response 
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variable for Group B insurers, one of the 30 sets of imputed market values was selected 

and its imputed market values were substituted for the missing response. In Model 3, the 

missing market values of the insurers in Group B were filled in by the mean of the 30 

imputations. Thus, Model 2 and Model 3 are different implementations of single 

imputation. In Model 4, the regression model is run 30 times separately. Each run utilizes 

one of the 30 completed datasets to supply values for the missing market values. The 

resulting 30 inferences are then combined by Rubin’s rule (Rubin 1987; Little and Rubin 

2002) to produce one set of overall inferences that reflect missing-data uncertainty 

properly. That is, Model 4 is our illustration of multiple imputation. 

Table 6.5 compares key statistics for the results of running the four Models for 

each of the four years of our data. All variables in table 6.5 and discussions below are in 

logarithm scale.  

Consider the results for year 1998 as an example. Model 1 (Group A insurers) has 

very high explanatory power (R2=0.857, RMSE=1.042), which suggests that capital & 

surplus and revenue together are good predictors of market values. Both single 

imputation Models have much smaller standard errors for the coefficients than Model 1, 

with the mean-imputation Model 3 having the smallest standard errors. Model 3 also has 

substantially higher overall measures of fit. The standard errors for these single 

imputation Models are overly optimistic. Treating the imputed values as if they were 

known, Models 2 and 3 fail to incorporate imputation uncertainty into their standard 

errors. This over-optimism is most pronounced in Model 3, which averages away 

whatever small component of imputation variability was present in Model 2. The 

variation of Group B insurers’ market values is deflated much more when using the 

average of multiple sets of imputed market values for each insurer in Group B in Model 3 

than using one arbitrarily selected set in Model 2. The resulting inflated correlation for 

averages (called ecological correlation) distorts relationships and is misleading. The 

same phenomenon occurs in Model 2, but less severely.  
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Table 6.5 Comparative results of regression models 
The dependent variable in all four OLS regression models is the logarithm of market value. Model 1 is run 
on insurers in Group A. Model 2 is run on all insurers both groups, in which the market values of insurers 
in Group B were filled in by one randomly selected set of market values from 30 sets of imputation. In 
Model 3, the missing market values of the insurers in Group B were filled in by the mean of the 30 
imputations. In Model 4, the regression model is run 30 times separately. Each run utilizes one of the 30 
completed datasets to supply values for the missing market values. The resulting 30 inferences are then 
combined by Rubin’s rule. Standard errors are presented in parentheses below the estimated coefficients. 
The R-square for model 4 is actually the median of 30 R-squares that are obtained from each run of 30 
multiple imputations. Likewise for the Root MSE for model 4. 

Panel I. Year=1998 

 Model 1 Model 2 
(Single imputation
with one dataset) 

Model 3 
(Single imputation with 
the mean of 30 datasets) 

Model 4 
(Multiple imputation)

Sample size 249 1240 1240 1240 
R-square 0.857 0.881 0.969 0.882 
Root MSE 1.042 1.076 0.506 1.044 
Coefficients     
    Intercept -2.696 -2.458 -2.397 -2.397 

 (0.666) (0.247) (0.116) (0.540) 

    Log(Capital&Surplus) 0.230 0.102 0.196 0.196 

 (0.069) (0.032) (0.015) (0.071) 

    Log(Revenue) 0.905 1.021 0.924 0.924 

 (0.052) (0.025) (0.012) (0.055) 
 
Panel I. Year=1999 

 Model 1 Model 2 
(Single imputation 
with one dataset) 

Model 3 
(Single imputation with 
the mean of 30 datasets) 

Model 4 
(Multiple imputation)

Sample size 257 1155 1155 1155 
R-square 0.886 0.901 0.969 0.896 
Root MSE 0.902 0.892 0.478 0.911 

Coefficients     
    Intercept -0.509 -0.434 -0.368 -0.368 

 (0.562) (0.218) (0.117) (0.569) 

    Log(Capital&Surplus) -0.018 -0.031 -0.016 -0.016 

 (0.054) (0.026) (0.014) (0.053) 

    Log(Revenue) 1.022 1.031 1.015 1.015 

 (0.040) (0.020) (0.011) (0.042) 
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Table 6.5 Comparative results of regression models (continued) 
Panel III. Year=2000 

 Model 1 Model 2 
(Single imputation
with one dataset) 

Model 3 
(Single imputation with 
the mean of 30 datasets) 

Model 4 
(Multiple imputation)

Sample size 258 1105 1105 1105 
R-square 0.933 0.931 0.984 0.939 
Root MSE 0.701 0.777 0.358 0.716 

Coefficients     
    Intercept -2.023 -2.202 -1.887 -1.887 

 (0.444) (0.192) (0.089) (0.423) 

    Log(Capital&Surplus) 0.145 0.153 0.127 0.127 

 (0.043) (0.022) (0.010) (0.046) 

    Log(Revenue) 0.942 0.947 0.953 0.953 

 (0.031) (0.017) (0.008) (0.035) 
 
Panel IV. Year=2001 

 Model 1 Model 2 
(Single imputation
with one dataset) 

Model 3 
(Single imputation with 
the mean of 30 datasets) 

Model 4 
(Multiple imputation)

Sample size 266 1070 1070 1070 
R-square 0.899 0.909 0.973 0.909 
Root MSE 0.887 0.882 0.465 0.882 

Coefficients     

    Intercept -1.916 -1.995 -1.862 -1.862 

 (0.553) (0.227) (0.120) (0.519) 

    Log(Capital&Surplus) 0.150 0.145 0.136 0.136 

 (0.053) (0.026) (0.014) (0.051) 

    Log(Revenue) 0.931 0.941 0.942 0.942 

 (0.038) (0.020) (0.011) (0.039) 
 

 

By contrast, when we employ the multiple imputation method by first running the 

same regression model for each of the 30 completed datasets repeatedly and then 

combining the inferences (see Model 4), the uncertainty of missing values can be taken 

into account very well, which is reflected in larger standard errors for same estimates of 
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coefficients as in model 3. Essentially, the standard errors of coefficients in model 4 are 

the closest to those of model 1 among the other three models. The explanatory power of 

the regression model for each replication of the 30 imputations does not vary 

substantially, ranging from 0.855 to 0.899 for R-square, and from 0.952 to 1.146 for 

RMSE. In addition, the coefficients in Model 3 and Model 4 are much closer to Model 1 

than Model 2. These results also provide strong support that multiple imputation results 

in valid inferences while getting better estimates than single imputation. 

The coefficients on all variables for all years except 1999 in table 6.5 are 

statistically significant at the 1% level. For 1999, only the coefficient of revenue is 

significant at the 1% level. The signs of coefficients of capital & surplus, and revenue in 

table 6.4 are in agreement with our expectations. The coefficients of revenue in all four 

models are close to 1, which results partially from using proportions of revenues to 

allocate market values in the matching-allocation method. The positive effect of capital 

and surplus on market value is consistent with common sense. While controlling for 

revenue, higher book value (i.e. capital and surplus) implies higher market value. 

This section serves two purposes. First, model 4 serves as an illustration of how 

the resultant datasets can be employed in future studies. That is, given 30 market value-

based datasets for U.S. individual life insurers, we may analyze each of these 30 

completed datasets by standard complete-data statistical methods for whatever issue is at 

hand, and then combine these analysis results to produce overall inferences that 

effectively incorporate the uncertainty due to missing data. Second, comparative analysis 

between model 4 and models 2 and 3 indicates that multiple imputation results in valid 

inferences while getting better estimates than single imputation. 
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Chapter 7  

Conclusion and future work 

 

7.1 Conclusion 

This paper develops a framework of methodologies for estimating the market 

values of thousands of non-publicly-traded U.S. life insurers. The matching-allocation 

method is developed to construct market values for U.S. life subsidiaries that are owned 

by publicly traded insurance holding companies. The multiple imputation method is then 

employed to impute market values for U.S. life insurers that are neither publicly traded 

nor assigned a market value by the matching-allocation method. The major tangible 

product of this study is a collection of 30 datasets, each of which contains a complete set 

of estimated market values of all U.S. life insurers in our sample. 

The methodologies we developed in this study are effective in estimating the 

market values of individual life insurers, in the context that all individual life insurers are 

considered in a pool rather than investigating specific companies in depth. Roughly 

speaking, our estimates of market values are good on average, in the sense of considering 

all firms that are similar in certain aspects such as assets, capital and surplus, revenue, 

etc. The framework of classifying life insurers into three classes in this study effectively 

facilitates the estimate of market values for distinct classes by means of different 

methods. Although the implementation of the matching-allocation methodology is 

onerous, the basic idea is not complicated. The cross-validation results show that the 

multiple imputation method is internally consistent and thus add additional support to the 

use of this method. The regression results based on resultant multiple completed datasets 

further provide strong evidence that multiple imputation results in valid inference while 
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getting better estimates than single imputation. Further, we illustrate how to use the 

resultant datasets in future studies using a regression example. 

This paper makes two important contributions to the empirical studies in the 

insurance industry. First, we build a database containing estimated market values of all 

individual life insurers. This newly-built market value-based database removes 

roadblocks that have impeded previous empirical research in the life insurance industry 

and can greatly benefit subsequent research on financial issues in general for insurance 

companies. Second, the methodologies developed in this study can give some insights on 

how to estimate the market values of non-publicly-traded individual P&C insurers and 

may apply to P&C insurers with some modifications to accommodate their 

characteristics. Nevertheless, our work is not a contribution to the theory of firm 

valuation in corporate finance. Our approach is empirical rather than theoretical (as in 

financial valuation models), and is aimed at use in studies of aggregates of firms (as in 

capital structure studies), rather than for individual valuation purposes (as in IPOs). 

 

7.2 Future work 

There are several directions of future work to our research.  

(1) Building of a panel-data imputation model 

In this study, we implement multiple imputation as a sequence of separate year by 

year imputations. Acknowledging that there exist high autocorrelations for market values 

and all accounting variables of each insurer across the whole sample period, one of our 

objectives for future work will be to build a more sophisticated panel-data imputation 

model. This model would generate simultaneous multi-year imputations based on a panel 

data analysis model that satisfactorily deals with the high autocorrelation of the major 

variables. In addition, there also exists high correlation for groups of affiliated insurers 

that are owned by the same public holding company. Incorporating such dependencies 
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into the new panel-data imputation model would make a more realistic, but more 

complicated model.  

(2) Real application of the resultant market value-based database 

Section 6.3 illustrates how the resultant market value-based datasets can be used 

by means of a regression model. The real application of the resultant market-value based 

database can be much more complicated than that. Actually, the potential applications 

can be within any research areas that previously use statutory book value data or adjusted 

book value data for individual life insurers but for which market values are preferred. For 

instance, capital structure studies for life insurers that have suffered from lack of market 

values could benefit from the market values constructed in this study. More specifically, 

the book value of capital and surplus that has been widely used in the insurance industry 

can now be replaced by the (estimated) market value of the firm. Thereafter, some 

financial ratios based on book value of capital and surplus can then be calculated based 

on market value. For example, the widely used capital-to-assets ratio in insurers’ capital 

structure studies can be calculated by dividing market value of insurers by market value 

of assets, which is the sum of book value of liabilities and market value of insurers. 

Moreover, the logarithm of the market values of firms (i.e., market capitalization of 

insurers) can be used as a proxy of the size of insurers. In all, there are many potential 

application studies for the market value-based dataset in this study. 

(3) Estimating market values for groups of affiliate life insurers 

Although this study focuses on estimating market values for individual U.S. life 

insurers rather than groups, the disjoint property of the allocation step allows us to 

estimate the market values for groups of affiliated insurers as long as we know the 

ownership. Specifically, we can simply sum up the estimated market values of all 

individual life insurers within a group and use the sum as the market value of that group. 

Although some of the literature suggests that the market value of the conglomerate entity 

may not equal the sum of the market values of its subsidiaries, recent studies cited in the 
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text suggests approximate equality under conditions that prevail in the life insurance 

industry. 

An alternative way of estimating market values for groups of affiliated insurers is 

to use the same methodologies, the matching-allocation method and the multiple 

imputation method, that are used to estimate market values for individual insurers in this 

study. The prerequisite of applying the framework in our study is the availability of 

aggregated statutory databases for affiliated groups. Similar to this study, we identify 

three classes of affiliated life insurer groups: 

(Class 1) Affiliated life insurer groups that are publicly traded 

(Class 2) Affiliated life insurer groups that are not themselves publicly traded, but 

owned or controlled by insurance holding companies that are publicly 

traded 

(Class 3) Affiliate insurer groups that are not publicly traded and lack ownership 

or control ties to any publicly traded insurance holding companies. 

Class 1 insurer groups have known market values, which are the market values of their 

publicly traded common stocks. The market values of Class 2 insurer groups can be 

estimated as a portion of their publicly traded parents using the matching-allocation 

method. If the parent holding company merely owns one life insurer group, then only the 

first sub-step of the allocation step is necessary, since we may use the market value of the 

life segment calculated from the first sub-step as the market value of the affiliated life 

insurer group, i.e. the group of all life subsidiaries, and no further apportionment is 

needed. If the parent owns two or more life insurer groups, we have to apportion the 

market value of its life segment among its life insurer groups in proportion to aggregated 

statutory revenues of these groups, in the same way we apportion the market value of the 

life segment among life subsidiaries. For Class 3 insurer groups, we can utilize the 

multiple imputation method to impute multiple market values based on known market 

values of Class 1 insurer groups and assigned market values of Class 2 insurer groups, 

given the aggregated statutory accounting for these groups.  
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The resultant market value-based database for groups of affiliated life insurers can 

benefit empirical studies in financial issues that previously utilize statutory data for 

groups, such as efficiency studies. 
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